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Abstract
A central question in neuroscience is to identify the roles of genes in behavior. A deeper
understanding of genetic influences on behavior would provide insight into the relative impact of
innate vs. environmental influences on behavior, as well as improve treatments for neurological
diseases. To elucidate the role of genes in behavior, we must not only identify specific genes
involved, but also determine the cell types in which they act and the mechanisms by which they
exert their influence. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I found that circadian genes comprising the
circadian clock were not necessary in “master clock neurons”, or Pdf+ neurons, for circadian
locomotor rhythms. I also identified a small subset of neurons in which disruption of these
circadian genes completely abolishes Drosophila circadian behavior. In Chapter 3, I describe the
role of a glial gene, ebony, in the regulation of Drosophila courtship and sleep behavior. In addition
to identifying the cell types in which ebony acts to regulate these behaviors, I also provide insight
into the underlying mechanism of neurotransmitter modulation. The results in this chapter
highlight the consideration of non-neuronal cells in the brain when examining the roles of genes
in behavior. Together, the results in Chapter 2 and 3 further our understanding of how genes in
small populations of cells influence a myriad of conserved Drosophila behaviors.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Philosophers and scientists have been puzzled for centuries as to how and why we execute complex
behaviors. Over the last century, scientists have attempted to understand the laws that govern how
the brain processes information and instructs the body to react to its environment. Strides in this
field have increased our understanding of not only how the healthy brain works, but also the
mechanisms of neurological disease. Within the last few decades, genetics and glial cells have
been increasingly implicated as key players in regulating behavior. In this dissertation, I will focus
on how genes in both neurons and glia influence behavior. Specifically, I will discuss work on
genes in small neuronal subsets that regulate circadian rhythms and glial genes that impact sleep
and courtship.
Before neurons were discovered, Paul Broca and Carl Wernicke uncovered some of the
first clues that certain areas in the brain help us perform specific behaviors. In 1861, Paul Broca,
a French neurosurgeon, encountered a patient who could only verbalize the syllable “tan.” Upon
autopsy, Broca discovered a large lesion in the left inferior frontal cortex of his patient. Over time,
he found that several other patients with similar disabilities had damage to the same brain
region[1], which suggested this brain region could aid in the execution of these behaviors. Similar
work was performed by Carl Wernicke a decade later. Wernicke’s patients could speak, but not in
coherent sentences. Wernicke also found that patients with similar speech impediments had
sustained injuries to the same brain region[2, 3]. Independently, Paul Broca and Carl Wernicke
discovered that specific areas of our brains are necessary to perform specific behaviors.
In the early 20th century, scientists increasingly questioned not only the locations but also
the mechanisms by which the brain executes behaviors. In the early 1900s, Santiago Ramon y
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Cajal coined the idea that would become the neuron doctrine, or the realization that the nervous
system is comprised of discrete cells, which he named neurons[4]. This work was experimentally
validated by the Golgi stain, a silver staining technique developed by Camillo Golgi that allows
neurons and their processes to be visualized[5, 6]. Together, Ramon y Cajal and Golgi won the
1906 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine “in recognition of their work on the structure of the
nervous system”[7]. From these early models of nervous system function, it was eventually
understood that one neuron could not function individually, but that neurons work together in a
network to execute complex tasks.
Many of the first clues as to how individual cells in our brain communicate to generate
complex behavior, such as learning and memory, came from studies using the marine snail Aplysia
californica. Aplysia has only ~10,000 neurons, some of which are large enough to be visible with
the naked eye, and exhibits easily elicited and simple behaviors[8]. These characteristics make
Aplysia an excellent model organism to study the neuronal basis of behavior. Eric Kandel won the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2000, along with Arvid Carlsson and Paul Greengard,
for uncovering important mechanisms underlying neuronal signal transduction[9]. From 1960
through the 1990s, studies from the Kandel lab described the neurological mechanisms responsible
for phenomena such as classical conditioning, associative learning, habituation, and
sensitization[10-13]. Aplysia performs a gill withdrawal response that can be evoked upon gentle
touch or electrical simulation, with the latter causing a more intense withdrawal response. Kandel’s
group identified the neurons, neurotransmitters, and genes important for the gill withdrawal
response[14, 15]. Many of these properties were later shown to not only be true for marine snails
but for Drosophila and mammals, such as the necessity of cAMP and PKA in long-term memory
formation[16-19]. The conserved mechanisms of learning and memory discovered by Kandel’s
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group provided a foundation for scientists to classify and study learning, memory, and other
behaviors in higher organisms.
Over the past decade, there has been a massive NIH effort to create a map of the human
brain, or a connectome. A connectome, or “wiring diagram”, of the human brain would allow us
to understand the circuitry the brain uses to sense its environment, integrate inputs, and execute
behaviors. Until recently, technology has only allowed for the creation of a connectome for a
microscopic nematode with 302 neurons, C. elegans. As one travels up the evolutionary ladder
and brains become far more complex, creating a connectome becomes exponentially more
difficult. For example, the human brain contains roughly 86 billion neurons[20]. Despite this, as
of 2018, there is a published electron microscopy based connectome for the Drosophila brain with
~135,000 neurons, and currently there are projects in collaboration with several academic
institutions to create a mouse and human connectome as well[21-23].
While knowledge of how neurons connect and interact with one another in healthy and
diseased humans will be important to better understand neurological diseases, appreciating the role
of genetics and glial cells, or non-neuronal cells in the brain, in these behaviors is also crucial.
Each neuron in the network has unique functions and capabilities based on its genetic makeup and
glial cells provide nutrients to neurons and directly impact neuronal functions. In Chapter 2 of this
thesis, I will describe findings describing how specific genes in small neuronal populations
regulate circadian locomotor behavior. In Chapter 3, I will discuss how a glial gene that regulates
neurotransmission impacts both courtship and sleep behaviors in Drosophila.

3

Circadian Genes Drive Drosophila Circadian Rhythms
Circadian rhythms are daily oscillations in behavior and physiology that cycle over a 24-hour
period. They are highly conserved amongst eukaryotes and are also present in some prokaryotes
such as cyanobacteria[24]. Circadian rhythms are molecularly controlled; therefore, they persist in
the absence of light but are adjustable based on light cues and other environmental stimuli. A
complex network of genetic interactions has evolved to maintain and adjust our circadian rhythms.
Additionally, as shift-work and changes to natural circadian rhythms facilitated by artificial light
become more common, there has been increased focus on how these daily rhythms regulate human
health.
In 1971, Ronald Konopka and Seymour Benzer were the first scientists to discover that, in
Drosophila, a single mutation in a single gene could change an organism’s behavior. They sought
to discover genes involved in regulating circadian rhythms because circadian behaviors are robust
and easily quantified. To isolate mutants, Konopka performed a screen in which he mutagenized
thousands of flies and subsequently looked for abnormal eclosion rhythms, a circadian regulated
process in Drosophila wherein most new adults eclose at dawn[25]. Konopka and Benzer found
three mutants that displayed abnormal eclosion rhythms. After mapping these mutations, they
discovered all three mutations were present in the same gene. They aptly named the gene period.
Though all of the mutations were in the same gene, the flies presented different circadian
phenotypes. One mutation caused complete arrhythmicity, another mutation caused long periods
(~28 hours), and the other caused short periods (~19 hours). The alleles were named per0, perl, and
pers, respectively[25]. In addition to providing some of the first evidence for the neurogenetic basis
of behavior, this result illustrates that, depending on the nature of the mutation, a single gene can
be differentially mutated to produce different behavioral phenotypes.
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In 1994, more than two decades after the discovery of period, another core clock gene was
discovered[26]. Sehgal et. al performed a genetic screen to identify other circadian mutants in the
period pathway. Mutagenesis was accomplished by mobilizing P transposable elements containing
a visible marker, rosy, which changed the eye color from red to a brownish color upon insertion
into the genome. Mutants were screened based on disrupted eclosion rhythms. As a result of this
screen, Timeless protein was discovered to regulate circadian rhythms[26] by regulating Period
(Per), since timeless mutants lost rhythmic expression of Per. Soon after the discovery of timeless,
numerous publications investigated the molecular interaction of these two proteins[27-30]. Saez
et. al found that a portion of the Per PAS (Per-Arnt-Sim) domain, an evolutionarily conserved
protein binding site, binds to Tim[26]. Tim contains a nuclear localization domain and, upon
dimerization, both proteins enter the nucleus. These results identified the second gene of the core
molecular clock and the mechanism for how Per and Tim enter the nucleus to later dampen their
own gene expression levels. However, it was still unclear how the period and timeless genes
regulated their own transcription because the Per and Tim proteins do not contain DNA-binding
domains.
Concurrently, additional circadian regulatory genes were being characterized in mice.
mCLOCK was identified as a bHLH-PAS transcription factor involved in circadian regulation[31].
Basic hlh (helix-loop-helix)-Per-Arnt-Sim or bHLH-PAS transcription factors bind to enhancer
box (E box) elements and regulate transcription. Simultaneously, a 69 based pair E box sequence
upstream of period, necessary for high amplitude mRNA cycling of period mRNA in Drosophila,
was described[32]. dClock (Clock) mutants were found to have reduced transcription of the
circadian genes period and timeless[28]. Therefore, Clock was predicted to drive the transcription
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of period and timeless. In the same issue of Cell where dClock was described, another core
circadian protein was discovered. This protein, Cycle, is the binding partner of Clock.
In May of 1998, mouse MOP3[33] and Drosophila Cycle[29] were discovered. The
mammalian Cycle homolog, named Bmal, had already been discovered in the human genome[34]
and designated as an orphan gene with no known function. Cycle, like Clock, is a bHLH-PAS
transcription factor and activates the transcription of period and timeless in concert with Clock[29].
In contrast to the other three core circadian genes and contrary to its name, the cycle transcript
does not cycle. While the cycle transcript does not itself cycle throughout the circadian day, Cycle
protein is unstable when not bound to Clock protein; it is unclear if protein levels cycle. The cycle
transcript is produced in many cells, but the protein does not accumulate in non-clock cells because
most of the Cycle protein present in a cell is in a heterodimer with Clock[35].
Altogether, the core circadian genes operate in a negative feedback loop to drive rhythmic
expression of circadian regulated genes. Clock and Cycle dimerize to function as transcriptional
activators and drive the rhythmic expression of hundreds of distinct circadian regulated genes,
including tim and per, in many different tissues[35]. When Timeless (Tim) and Period (Per)
proteins dimerize, they enter the nucleus and trigger the phosphorylation of Clock and Cycle,
which decreases Clock and Cycle’s affinity for DNA. Thus, this loss of affinity for DNA inhibits
the function of Clock and Cycle as transcriptional activators, which decreases the production of
period, timeless, and thousands of other circadian regulated genes[28, 29]. Through the influence
of many other genes and regulatory phosphorylation steps, this cyclical negative feedback loop
produces a circadian cycle with roughly 24-hour period and comprises the molecular clock (Fig
1.1).
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Fig 1.1. Core genes of the molecular clock work together in a negative feedback loop. The
core clock genes include period, timeless, clock, and cycle. Clock and Cycle drive transcription of
all circadian regulated genes, including timeless and period. Period and Timeless dimerize and
inhibit the activity of Clock and Cycle. This process occurs roughly every 24 hours.

Molecular Clock Neurons Drive Rhythmic Locomotor Activity
Only 150 neurons of the approximately 135,000 neurons in the Drosophila brain express the
molecular clock, or the Per, Tim, Clock, and Cycle proteins[36]. These 150 neurons, referred to as
clock neurons, can be subdivided into specific functional groups and regulate locomotor behavior
in various ways. For example, some of these neuronal clusters regulate morning or evening
activity, while other clusters help to regulate sleep[37-40]. The 8 small lateral ventral neurons (sLNVs) are often considered the most important clock neurons because flies become completely
arrhythmic when the s-LNVs are ablated[41]. A key feature of the s-LNv neurons is that they
express the neuropeptide, Pigment Dispersing Factor (Pdf)[41].
In 1999, the pdf gene was identified as a regulator of Drosophila circadian locomotor
activity, as demonstrated by the discovery that pdf null mutant flies, over 7-10 days, gradually lose
rhythmicity dark conditions[42]. Pdf was known to be a secreted neuropeptide that is released from
Pdf-expressing neurons and binds to neurons expressing the Pdf receptor[43]. While the Pdf
receptor (Pdfr) is expressed in almost all clock neurons[44], or the 150 circadian neurons
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expressing Timeless, Period, Clock, and Cycle, only 16 circadian neurons in the brain express Pdf.
Eight of these neurons are s-LNVs and eight are large lateral ventral neurons (l-LNVs). Because
loss of Pdf, Pdfr, or Pdf-expressing neurons does not lead to loss of rhythms in light/dark cycles,
but leads to gradual loss of rhythms in total darkness, a long-standing hypothesis in the field was
that Pdf secreted from a small subset of clock neurons synchronizes neurons expressing Pdfr to
the same circadian time[45]. Because of the many findings indicating the importance of Pdf,
neurons expressing the peptide were often termed the “master pacemaker neurons”.
Though the pdf gene was first cloned and described as a gene important for circadian
rhythms in Drosophila, it was described previously in crustaceans. In 1927, it was discovered that
Pigment Dispersing Hormones (PDHs) allow crustaceans to rapidly alter integumental color
through movement of pigment in the epithelium[46, 47]. PDHs are present in the eye stalks of
crustaceans and respond to light, causing pigment changes to be rhythmic[46, 48-50]. Hormones
with this similar sequence makeup and conserved 18 amino acid chain length were later found in
many types of insects including cockroaches, grasshoppers, and flies. Additionally, insect head
extracts can cause pigment dispersion in crustacean chromatophores[46], which indicates a
conserved function between PDH and Pdf. It has been suggested that since crustaceans have
locomotor rhythms similar to those of insects, crustacean PDH could mediate these behaviors[51].
While pigment dispersing hormones were first discovered in crustaceans, the detailed mechanisms
of Pdf functions have been discovered using Drosophila. This is largely due to Drosophila’s
genetic tractability, amenability to the laboratory, and wealth of available behavioral tools.
Another important feature of Pdf-expressing neurons is that they are essential for free
running rhythms in dark/dark (DD) conditions and are responsible for morning anticipatory
behavior in light/dark (LD) conditions[38]. Anticipation is a characteristic of circadian behavior
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that is defined as an increase in activity before a change in the external environment. In standard
laboratory conditions, Drosophila are entrained to abrupt 12-hour light cycles in which lights turn
on at a specific time each day and turn off 12 hours later. Normally, flies “anticipate” the light
change by increasing their activity in the hour or two before actual light transitions. Drosophila
also maintain these peaks of anticipation even in the absence of light for roughly 1-2 days. Thus,
while flies lacking Pdf appear to be rhythmic with light cues present, they do not exhibit morning
anticipatory behavior in LD environments[37, 38].
In addition to morning anticipatory Pdf-expressing neurons, there are evening anticipatory
neurons that govern the evening peak of activity in LD. While evening neurons are less
characterized, they express a photoreceptor and circadian regulatory protein called Cryptochrome,
or Cry. Cry is a highly conserved protein that was originally discovered in plants and is also present
in Drosophila and humans. Cry responds to UV and blue light by initiating the degradation of Tim
protein[52]. Specifically, Cry responds to blue light by undergoing a conformational change that
allows it to bind to Tim[53]. Upon binding, kinases and an E3 ubiquitin ligase named Jetlag are
recruited and cause the phosphorylation and subsequent degradation of Tim[54, 55]. Thus, without
Tim, the Per/Tim dimer does not form and cannot enter the nucleus to inhibit Clock and Cycle
activity. Because of its sensitivity to light, Cry provides a link between the visual system and the
molecular clock[56, 57]. Further, a hypomorphic cry mutant, cryb, shows abnormal responses to
light, while overexpression of cry causes increased sensitivity[58]. Additionally, while wildtype
Drosophila are largely arrhythmic in constant light, cry mutants display rhythmic behavior in
constant light conditions. This cry phenotype was shown to be independent of Pdf[59].
Together, the four core circadian genes, along with other important genes such as pdf and
cry, comprise the Drosophila circadian regulatory system. Highlighting the significance of this
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work, the 2017 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was awarded for “the discoveries of the
molecular mechanisms controlling the circadian rhythm”[60]. Together, the studies elucidated
how animals adapt to an ever-changing environment and provided a basis to examine how
circadian rhythms influence disease. There are still many unanswered questions, including how
the molecular clock acts in specific neurons to influence behavior. In Chapter 2, I will discuss my
work using novel tools that my lab developed to facilitate tissue-specific CRISPR to understand
how the molecular clock in specific neuronal subsets influences behavior. In the next section of
the introduction, I will shift to focusing on the role of glial cell subtypes and genes involved in
courtship and sleep behaviors, which relates to the work described in Chapter 3.

Glia Cells Influence Drosophila Behavior
Our understanding of how glial cells, or non-neuronal cells in the brain, influence behavior has
evolved substantially over the last several decades. In 1971, Henn & Hamberger found some of
the first evidence suggesting that glial cells perform more functions in the brain besides providing
neuronal structural support or acting as neuronal “glue”[61]. Henn and Hamberger discovered that
glial cells isolated from rabbit brains concentrated monoamine neurotransmitters from solution.
Thus, rabbit glial cells must have a mechanism to uptake these neurotransmitters. More than two
decades later, in 1995, the glutamate-glutamine shuttle was discovered and further suggested that
glial cells have essential roles in neurotransmitter regulation and synthesis, in addition to reuptake
mechanisms[62]. Given the importance of glutamate as an excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain,
this was a key finding implicating glial cells in active modulation of behavior.
It is now known that glia can uptake, generate, and respond to almost all
neurotransmitters[63-65]. Unlike neurons, glial cells respond to neurotransmitters by upregulating
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intracellular calcium levels and communicating to one another via calcium signaling waves[66,
67]. Because of these complex interactions with the synapse, the term “tripartite synapse” is used
to consider the impact of glial cells in addition to the pre- and post- synaptic neurons (Fig. 1.2).
While there are many behavioral implications of these calcium signaling waves, most of the
biological implications for the calcium waves are still unknown[68].
Fig 1.2. Diagram of the
tripartite synapse. In light gray,
a presynaptic neuron releases
neurotransmitter from a vesicle
(blue). In dark gray, a postsynaptic neuron binds neurotransmitter released into the
synapse. In pink, glial cells regulate neurotransmitter activity,
uptake excess neurotransmitter
from the synapse, and synthesize
neurotransmitters. Additionally, a
glial cell (right, pink) has
increased intracellular calcium
levels in response to the bound
neuro-transmitter receptor.

Glial cells also regulate the developing and adult brain via pruning of neuronal synapses
through phagocytosis[69]. In the early 2000s, glia were discovered to clear excess axonal branches
from neurons during mouse development[69]. One publication found, using time-lapse electron
microscopy in mice, an “unusual mechanism” by which axonal branches on neurons are removed.
Schwann cells, a mammalian glial cell subtype, appeared to engulf axonal branches and
subsequently degrade them[69]. In Drosophila, a similar phenomenon occurs, in which glial cells
clear damaged neurons and subsequently degrade the remnants during development and
adulthood[70, 71].
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At that time, it remained unclear whether neurons signaled to glia to phagocytose neuronal
particles or if glial cells engaged in a more active role. In 2012, Schafer et. al found that microglia
in the mouse brain selectively prune weaker synapses, or synapses with less neuronal activity[72].
If the mechanism in which glial cells prune weaker synapses and leave stronger synapses intact is
widespread and conserved, this directly implicates glial cells in behavioral regulation by sculpting
neuronal circuits. Additionally, in mice, axonal pruning by glia declines with age, which suggests
a reduction in pruning could mediate age related cognitive decline[73, 74]. It has not been
determined if Drosophila glial cells prune synapses differentially based neuronal activity or age.

Glial Cell Subtypes of the Drosophila Brain Have Specific Functions
Glial cells are composed of many specialized subtypes, express different genes, and are present in
many different brain regions. However, most Drosophila research has examined glial cells as a
whole since it has been technically difficult to identify spatial or subtype functions due to a lack
of available tools. In 2009, Doherty et. al first discovered that Drosophila have astrocytes similar
to those found in mammals[70]. Astrocytes are one of the most abundant cell types in the human
brain and intimately associate with synapses and regulate neurotransmission[75, 76]. While other
glial subtypes in the Drosophila brain are less homologous to mammalian glial subtypes, they
perform many of the same functions.
Drosophila have a complex glial anatomy that consists of five main glial subtypes in the
central brain and lamina. These subtypes include astrocytes, ensheathing, cortex, subperineurial,
and perineurial glia[77, 78]. Astrocytes intimately associate with synapses and synthesize and
reuptake of neurotransmitters from neuronal synapses[68, 77-79]. Ensheathing glia are most
similar to mammalian microglia because they clear damaged axons and neuronal debris[70].
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Cortex glial cells create a mesh like network to surround neuronal cell bodies to provide neurons
with nutrients and oxygen and are most similar to mammalian protoplasmic astrocytes which
surround neuronal cell bodies in gray matter[77, 80]. Subperineurial and perineurial glia comprise
the blood brain barrier[77, 81]. Over the past decade, many of these glial subtypes have been
shown to regulate complex Drosophila behaviors such as sleep and circadian rhythms. In Chapter
3, I will describe results that suggest neurotransmitter regulation via cortex glia regulate courtship
behavior.

Subperineurial Glia

Perineurial Glia
Ensheathing Glia

Astrocyte

Lamina
Cortex Glia

Neuropil

Neuronal
Cell Body

Fig. 1.3. Glial Subtypes of the Drosophila Brain. Glial subtypes include astrocytes, which
infiltrate the neuropil and closely interact with synapses. Ensheathing glia are located around the
neuropil and clear debris. Cortex glia surround neuronal cell bodies. Subperineurial and perineurial
glia comprise the blood brain barrier. The lamina contains specialized versions of these glial
subtypes.
A glial subtype we identified as potentially important for regulation of courtship is cortex
glia. Cortex glial cells surround neuronal cell bodies in the Drosophila central nervous system in
a honeycomb like structure called the trophospongium[82]. A specialized version of cortex glial
cells, called the proximal and distal satellite glia, exist in the lamina. While cortex glia present a
unique morphology, they are one of the most understudied glial subtypes[77]. Cortex glia regulate
13

gas exchange between the periphery and neurons, regulate neuronal firing, and provide metabolic
resources to neurons[77, 80, 82]. They are most similar to mammalian protoplasmic astrocytes,
which exist in gray matter and interact closely with synapses, regulate neuronal firing, and help to
form the blood brain barrier[83, 84]. Importantly, cortex glia do not share all of these functions as
Drosophila have two specific glial subtypes, perineurial and subperineurial glia, which comprise
the blood-brain barrier[77, 78]. While cortex glia do not directly comprise the Drosophila bloodbrain barrier, cortex glia interact closely with subperineurial glia[85, 86]. Since subperineurial glia
comprise part of the Drosophila blood brain barrier, this is thought to be one way that cortex glia
mediate gas exchange and transfer of nutrients from the circulating hemolymph to neuronal cell
bodies[87]. Along with astrocytes, cortex glia have been shown to interact to regulate tolerance to
alcohol sedation[80].
In 2019, Lee et. al described the role of cortex glia in sleep and discovered that knockdown
of the Drosophila homolog of Amyloid precursor protein (Appl) in both cortex glia and astrocytes
could individually drive an increase in sleep[88]. Furthermore, knockdown of Appl caused
changes in innexin-2 expression patterns in cortex glia and changes in glutamine synthetase
expression in astrocytes; innexin-2 is a gap junction protein at the border of cortex glia and
astrocytes. Collectively, these results suggest a model where cortex and astrocytic glial gap
junctions are utilized to facilitate neurotransmitter recycling to regulate sleep[80]. This study is
one of the few examples of showing how cortex glia could mediate complex behavior. While
cortex glia have traditionally been understudied, their emerging roles in the regulation of behavior
will help us understand how glia interact with neuronal cell bodies and, potentially, help us better
understand mammalian protoplasmic astrocytes.
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Glia Modulate Behavior via Calcium Signaling
Besides removing neurotransmitters from synapses, glia respond to neurotransmitters by
upregulating intracellular calcium levels (Fig. 1.2). Waves of calcium signaling can cause glial
cells to release neuro- and gliotransmitters, alter gene expression, and change neuronal nutrient
availability[89]. Currently, disruption of glia calcium signaling has only been linked to behavioral
changes when disrupted in astrocytes and cortex glial cells.
In 2011, Ng. et al showed that elevated calcium signaling in Drosophila glial cells via
CaP60A (homologous to mammalian SERCA) knockdown, caused flies to become
arrhythmic[90]. Furthermore, Ng. et al found that disruption of dynamin, which mediates
endocytosis, specifically in astrocytes caused arrhythmic behavior. While the precise mechanism
underlying the regulation of circadian rhythms by calcium signaling and endocytosis remains
unclear, this result implicates glial cells as modulators of complex behavior in Drosophila.
In 2013, Melom & Littleton published a screen searching for genes that modulate the
seizure response to certain environmental stimuli[91]. They found that a Na(+)/Ca(2+), K(+)
exchanger, zydeco, acts in cortex glia to regulate susceptibility to seizures and that calmodulin in
cortex glial cells is required to modulate these seizures. Additionally, general disruption of calcium
signaling in cortex glia, using a dTRPA1 temperature sensitive overexpression, results in seizure
like behavior[91]. In 2019, the Littleton group further elucidated this pathway. They found that
Sandman, a K2P potassium channel and the homolog of mouse TRESK, expression was reduced
in zydeco mutants and that knockdown of Sandman in cortex glia produced seizures similar to
those of zydeco mutants[67]. These results provide evidence that calcium signaling in cortex glia
modulates seizures in Drosophila via regulation of membrane bound potassium channels. More
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generally, these findings provide some of the first evidence of a role for cortex glial cells in
behavior.

The Glial Enzyme Ebony Regulates Drosophila Behavior
We set out to study the role of glia in regulating complex behavior by examining ebony mutants.
The ebony gene encodes for an N-b-alanyl biogenic amine synthetase and, in the brain, is
expressed exclusively in glia, not neurons. The Ebony enzyme catalyzes the addition of b-alanine
to biogenic amines such as dopamine, octopamine, histamine, and serotonin[92, 93]. Another gene
in the ebony pathway, tan, reverses the addition of b-alanine to neurotransmitters in neurons[94].
Both ebony and tan mutants received their names because of their function in hypodermal cells
which produce the cuticle, resulting in flies with phenotypically darker (ebony) or lighter (tan)
cuticles. The tan colored cuticle is caused by the reduction of available dopamine, which is a
precursor to melanin in Drosophila. Since tan mutants cannot remove the b-alanine addition and
restore dopaminergic activity, they have less dopamine in cuticular cells and, therefore, less
melanin[95] (Fig. 1.4). Less melanin causes them to have a lighter cuticle and more melanin causes
ebony muants to have a darker cuticle. Thus, both ebony and tan mutations have been used for
decades in the Drosophila field as common phenotypic markers, even though they also modify
neurotransmitters in the CNS and impact behavior.
ebony is the most well characterized gene in its pathway and its role in behavior has been
studied since the 1950s[96-98]. In 2002, Richardt. et al raised an ebony antibody and discovered
that ebony is only present in glial cells[99]. The restriction of ebony expression to glial cells
immediately suggested that glial cells were directly responsible for behaviors affected by ebony
mutations. However, as ebony is expressed in the epithelial cells that produce the cuticle, it could
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not be ruled out that ebony was acting in other cells to modulate behavior. In 2007, Suh et. al found
that ebony mutants are arrhythmic in complete darkness. This group also found that Ebony
expressing glial cells are adjacent to serotonergic neurons and interact with a dopamine transporter,
fumin. Currently, this study provides the only direct evidence that glial ebony is important for
behavior. These findings strongly suggest that ebony is involved in modulating circadian rhythms
by regulating the activity of neurotransmitters[100]. Whether other behaviors are modulated by
glial ebony and the specific glial cell subtypes that regulate these behaviors remain unknown.

Fig 1.4. Schematic of glial regulation of dopaminergic transmission. The left and center panels
explain the regulation of dopaminergic pathways in Drosophila epidermal cells of the cuticle
(left) and in neurons and glia of the nervous system (center). Ebony negatively regulates
dopaminergic activity. In the right panel, orthologous components of mammalian dopaminergic
transmission are illustrated. While mammals do not possess the ebony gene, similar pathways
exist to regulate dopaminergic activity.

Current Work
In Chapter 2, I will discuss published work in which we disrupted the genes period and timeless
in subsets of circadian clock neurons and investigated the effects on circadian locomotor activity.
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The tools we created to disrupt Drosophila circadian genes in a tissue specific manner were
designed based on work by Port and Bullock[101]; these tools will hopefully prove to be a valuable
resource to the Drosophila circadian community. In addition to developing these tools, we showed
that disruption of the genetic clock in morning and evening oscillatory neurons (around 20 of the
150 circadian neurons) completely disrupted circadian locomotor rhythmicity. Contrary to the
canonical model of circadian regulation which posited that morning anticipatory neurons (socalled "morning oscillators") are dominant to evening anticipatory neurons, we found that
disruption of the clock in either morning or evening oscillatory neurons had only very modest
effects on circadian rhythms, with the exception of disrupting respective anticipatory behavior.
These results suggest that morning and the evening oscillators work together, not as a hierarchy
but as a network, to drive circadian rhythms.
In Chapter 3, I present unpublished work investigating the impact of ebony on Drosophila
courtship and sleep. I disrupted ebony gene function using whole body mutants and tissue-specific
RNAi, and found that these flies have drastically reduced courtship levels and increased sleep.
Importantly, the ebony disruption does not cause consistent changes in overall activity levels,
which suggests that the decreased courtship and increased sleep phenotypes are not simply due to
lethargy. Preliminarily, I found that cortex glial cells appear to be responsible for the courtship
defect upon ebony disruption. I also found that dopamine, histamine, and serotonin are all
significantly reduced in the brains of ebony mutants compared to controls, which was unexpected
based on previous literature[102, 103]. These results suggest that ebony regulates courtship and
sleep behaviors, likely through the role of ebony in neurotransmitter regulation.
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Chapter 2: Dissection of central clock function in Drosophila
through cell-specific CRISPR-mediated clock gene disruption
Work presented in this chapter is adapted from an article published in eLife in 2019. In addition to
helping to design and plan experiments, I generated all behavioral data. I also contributed to figures
for this manuscript and wrote sections of the text pertaining to my results and methods and helped
to edit the full text of the manuscript.
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Abstract
In Drosophila, ~150 neurons expressing molecular clock proteins regulate circadian behavior.
Sixteen of these neurons secrete the neuropeptide Pdf and have been called “master pacemakers”
because they are essential for circadian rhythms. A subset of Pdf+ neurons (the morning oscillator)
regulates morning activity and communicates with other non-Pdf+ neurons, including a subset
called the evening oscillator. It is assumed that the molecular clock in Pdf+ neurons is required for
these functions. To test this, we developed and validated Gal4-UAS based CRISPR tools for cellspecific disruption of key molecular clock components, period and timeless. While loss of the
molecular clock in both the morning and evening oscillators eliminates circadian locomotor
activity, the molecular clock in either oscillator alone is sufficient to rescue circadian locomotor
activity in the absence of the other. This suggests that clock neurons do not act in a hierarchy but
as a distributed network to regulate circadian activity.

Introduction
Circadian rhythms are 24-hour oscillations in physiological functions and behaviors, including
locomotor activity, immune system function, metabolism, and sleep[104-110]. Disruption in
circadian regulation is a common feature of aging and is associated with a variety of adverse health
outcomes such as diabetes and cancer[111-114]. Circadian rhythms are driven by “molecular
clocks,” or proteins that regulate rhythmic gene expression. Work in Drosophila has been crucial
for understanding the molecular clock, a transcriptional negative feedback loop with four core
proteins: Clock, Cycle, Period, and Timeless (Fig. 2.1A)[26, 28-30, 115, 116]. In brief, Clock and
Cycle activate transcription of period and timeless which, once translated, dimerize and translocate
into the nucleus where they bind to Clock and Cycle, thereby inhibiting their own transcription;
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this molecular feedback loop repeats with a 24-hour periodicity (Fig. 2.1A). Importantly, the core
components of the molecular clock in Drosophila are conserved in humans[117].
In Drosophila, ~150 neurons in the brain have molecular clocks and control circadian
locomotor activity (Fig. 2.1E)[118]. These clock neurons cluster in eight subgroups defined by
their anatomical locations: small and large ventral lateral neurons (s-LNvs and l-LNvs), the 5th sLNv, dorsal lateral neurons (LNds), lateral posterior neurons (LPNs), and three separate clusters
of dorsal neurons (DN1s, DN2s, and DN3s) (Fig. 2.1E). Cell ablation and cell-specific rescue
experiments identified two sets of clock neurons that control circadian locomotor activity: Pdf+ sLNvs comprise the “morning oscillator” and control the morning peak of activity, while the 5th sLNv and LNds comprise the “evening oscillator” and control the evening peak of activity[119121]. In the classic paradigm of circadian neuronal circuitry, the morning oscillator neurons are
thought to be master regulatory neurons that synchronize molecular clocks in other neurons via
rhythmic release of the neuropeptide Pigment-dispersing factor (Pdf)[118, 122-125]. However, a
subset of Pdf mutants (~25%) were reported[28] to retain rhythmic activity with a shortened
period[120] and more recent experiments involving cell-specific expression of period-lengthening
and shortening genes have suggested that circadian neurons interact through a complex network,
rather than a hierarchy, to regulate circadian behavior[121, 126]. The precise role of molecular
clock components in these circadian-regulatory neurons remained unclear.
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To assess the role of molecular clock components in specific clock neurons, researchers
have typically used the Gal4-UAS system for cell-specific RNAi-knockdown of clock genes and
cell-specific rescue in a null mutant[127, 128]. While instrumental in understanding neuronal
control of circadian behaviors, these strategies have limitations. RNAi can be inefficient: Martinek
and Young observed only ~50% reduction in per RNA levels with eye-specific RNAi knockdown
of per[127]. Moreover, unlike per null mutants, which are 100% arrhythmic, flies with per RNAi
knockdown in all Tim+ cells were shown to be only 45% arrhythmic[90] or rhythmic with
lengthened period[127]. Similarly, cell-specific rescue experiments sometimes do not reproduce
wild-type rhythmic behavior, possibly due to constitutive expression of normally rhythmic genes.
Pan-neuronal or ubiquitous rescue of per or tim in a null mutant background caused variable
rhythmicity (~50-95%), depending on the UAS transgene insertion and Gal4 driver lines used;
even overexpression of per and tim in a wild-type background sometimes resulted in a partial loss
of rhythmicity[129]. Thus, while cell ablation experiments have shown the necessity of specific
neurons for regulation of circadian locomotor activity, the function of the molecular clock within
those neurons remains unclear.
Recent advances in CRISPR technology in Drosophila provided an opportunity to create
new tools for circadian research[130, 131]. One key advance was the generation of loss of function
(LOF) mutations in somatic cells via biallelic gene-targeting, using UAS-driven expression of the
Cas9 enzyme under Gal4 control[132]. Briefly, an sgRNA (Cas9 scaffold plus guide RNA) directs
Cas9 to the complementary target DNA sequence and catalyzes a double-strand break (DSB) (Fig.
2.1B). Repair of this DSB occurs either by precise homology-directed repair (HDR) or more errorprone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) (Fig. 2.1B). If the targeted sequence is repaired
correctly, the CRISPR machinery will target it for DSB again. If it is repaired incorrectly, this
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could result in small insertions or deletions (Fig. 2.1B), which can cause frame-shift mutations,
early stop codons, and loss of function[132]. Additionally, placing tRNA sequences between
multiple sgRNAs in a single transcript allows their release by endogenous tRNA excision
machinery and improves the efficiency of gene disruption[101]. For example, when Port and
Bullock used this strategy to express four unique sgRNAs together, ~100% of the eye area
exhibited the LOF sepia phenotype, compared with only 11-58% from each individual sgRNA
expressed alone. Thus, targeting multiple unique sgRNAs to the same gene increases the likelihood
of achieving a LOF mutation in that gene[101]. Finally, expressing both the Cas9 enzyme and the
sgRNA sequences from two separate UAS-transgenes reduced gene disruption in non-target
tissues, likely due to the low probability of having sufficiently leaky expression of both UAS
transgenes without a Gal4 present[101].
Here we generated UAS transgenes expressing multiple sgRNAs that target either timeless,
period, or a control gene (acp). We validated these constructs by showing that CRISPR-mediated
gene disruption of tim or per recapitulates null mutant phenotypes when driven in all clock neurons
(Tim+ cells), but not in glia, and further confirmed gene disruption by qRT-PCR over the circadian
cycle and brain immunostaining. We then disrupted the molecular clock in both the morning and
evening oscillators (Mai179+), only in the morning oscillator (Pdf+), or only in the evening
oscillator (Mai179+Pdf-). These experiments showed that, while loss of the molecular clock in both
Pdf+ neurons (which include the morning oscillator) and the evening oscillator neurons caused
profound loss of circadian locomotor activity, loss of the molecular clock in either subset of
neurons alone did not. This challenges the assumption that an internal molecular clock in the
morning oscillator is required to synchronize the activity of other clock neurons and further
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suggests that circadian neurons act in a distributed network that can compensate for loss of the
molecular clock in specific subsets.

Results
UAS-sgRNA constructs target circadian gene expression in a tissue-specific manner
We generated CRISPR tools for cell-specific gene disruption of period (per) and timeless (tim)
(Fig. 2.1A), based on previous work[101, 132]. UAS-driven constructs with multiple scaffoldguide RNAs (sgRNAs) were paired with a Gal4 expression driver and a UAS-Cas9 construct to
induce cell-specific LOF mutations (Fig. 2.1B). We refer to this combination of Gal4-driven UASsgRNA and UAS-Cas9 expression as “(target gene)CRISPR”. In addition to tim and per, we also
targeted the control gene acp98AB (acp). Because acp is expressed exclusively in male accessory
gland cells and the testes[133, 134], CRISPR-mediated mutation of this gene in neurons serves as
a control for any nonspecific effects due to double-strand DNA break events, such as cell death.
To clone the UAS-sgRNA lines, we used the pCFD6 plasmid designed by Port & Bullock (Fig.
2.1C)[101]. The cassette contains four unique gRNA sequences (see Methods) that target the first
four exons of the gene of interest to ensure efficient and specific gene disruption (Fig. 2.1D).
To determine which circadian neurons require per and tim expression to influence
behavioral rhythmicity, we used three previously characterized Gal4 drivers that express in clock
neurons. Tim-Gal4 drives expression in all clock gene-expressing cells in the body, including all
~150 clock neurons[135] (Fig. 2.1E). Mai179-Gal4 drives expression in a distinct subset of clock
neurons that include both morning and evening oscillator neurons: s-LNvs, 5th s-LNv and 3 CRY+
LNds with weak and variable expression in DN1s and l-LNvs[136]. Pdf-Gal4 drives expression in
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the s- and l-LNvs, which express the circadian neurotransmitter Pdf [137] and include the morning
oscillator[119, 120, 138].

CRISPR-mediated disruption of per or tim in all tim-expressing cells causes complete loss of
behavioral and molecular rhythmicity.
To test our UAS-sgRNA constructs, we expressed each with UAS-Cas9 in all Tim+ cells using the
tim-Gal4 driver and measured circadian locomotor activity. Flies were entrained in light/dark
(LD) conditions and then shifted to constant darkness (DD) to monitor endogenous circadian
locomotor activity. We found that CRISPR-targeting per or tim in Tim+ cells (tim-Gal4>perCRISPR
or tim-Gal4>timCRISPR) led to complete loss of rhythmic behavior in DD (0% rhythmicity, Fig.
2.2.1A-D; loss of rhythm power, Fig. 2.2.2), though the flies still display rhythmic behavior in LD
(Fig. 2.2.3). Thus, CRISPR-mediated disruption of tim or per in Tim+ cells, which includes all
clock neurons, faithfully recapitulated tim and per null mutant phenotypes[26, 139]. Control flies
(tim-Gal4>acpCRISPR) maintained circadian locomotor activity (94% rhythmic, 24.48 hr period;
Fig. 2.2.1B, C), indicating that nonspecific effects from UAS-Cas9 expression or CRISPR-induced
double stranded breaks in Tim+ cells did not cause loss of rhythms. Control flies carrying
individual components of the CRISPR-mediated deletion (tim-Gal4 driver, UAS-gRNA, and UASCas9 lines) were also highly rhythmic (Fig. 2.2.4). Together, our results suggest that CRISPRtargeting of tim and per results in complete functional ablation of the molecular clock, in contrast
to the lengthened rhythms sometimes observed with RNAi, which are thought to reflect incomplete
reduction of gene expression[127, 140].
To confirm that rhythmic transcription of circadian clock genes is disrupted by CRISPRtargeting tim or per in Tim+ cells, we analyzed mRNA from fly heads collected over the circadian
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cycle. In wild-type fly heads, clock gene mRNA levels oscillate with approximately 24-hour
periodicity in constant darkness[26, 115, 141]. We found that control flies (tim-Gal4>acpCRISPR)
also displayed robust and statistically significant oscillation of timeless, period, and clock
transcripts (Fig. 2.2.1E, grey). In contrast, CRISPR-targeting of tim or per in Tim+ cells resulted
in arrhythmic transcription of all three molecular clock genes (Fig. 2.2.1E, green and blue),
consistent with the behavioral arrhythmicity caused by these manipulations (Fig. 2.2.1B).
Furthermore, tim transcript levels in tim-Gal4>timCRISPR flies and per transcript levels in timGal4>perCRISPR flies were reduced to levels similar to the lowest baseline levels for these
transcripts in control flies. We note that tim transcripts, though arrhythmic, were elevated after
disruption of per (tim-Gal4>perCRISPR flies) and vice versa for per transcripts after disruption of
tim. These results are consistent with earlier findings indicating that loss of either Per or Tim,
inhibitors of Clock/Cycle, causes constitutive activity of the Clock/Cycle transcription complex
and elevated levels of per or tim transcripts[28, 142].
To

further

confirm

the

efficiency

of

our

gene

disruption,

we

performed

immunofluorescence analysis on the brains of CRISPR-targeted flies (tim-Gal4>geneCRISPR) for
Per and Tim at ZT0, along with per01 null mutants (Fig. 2.2.5A,B). At ZT0, Per and Tim proteins
are highly expressed and localized to the nucleus in wild-type flies[116, 142, 143]. Consistent with
this, control flies (tim-Gal4>acpCRISPR) exhibited high levels of Per and Tim protein expression,
colocalized in the nucleus. In contrast, in flies CRISPR-targeted for per or tim in Tim+ cells (timGal4>perCRISPR and tim-Gal4>timCRISPR), we observed loss of nuclear Per or Tim staining, similar
to per01 null mutants (Fig. 2.2.5A,B). CRISPR-targeting of per led to loss of Per signal and only
cytoplasmic Tim signal; CRISPR-targeting of tim led to loss of both Tim and Per signal,
presumably because Per is unstable without Tim (Fig. 2.2.5C)[143, 144]. Taken together,
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Figure 2.2.1: Cell-specific disruption of per or tim in circadian (Tim+) cells causes loss of
behavioral rhythmicity. (A) Diagram of clock neurons targeted for CRISPR-mediated gene
disruption using tim-Gal4. (B) Disruption of per or tim in all clock neurons caused complete loss
of behavioral rhythmicity. (C) Scatter plot showing the period of rhythmic flies with tim-Gal4-driven
disruption of acp, per, or tim. (D) Actograms showing average activity in constant darkness of flies
with tim-Gal4-driven disruption of acp, per, or tim. Activity data is double-plotted, with six days of
activity displayed. Dark grey rectangles = subjective day, black rectangles = subjective night. (E)
Relative mRNA levels, measured by qRT-PCR over a 24-hour period, of the core circadian genes
timeless (left), period (middle), and clock (right) in heads of tim-Gal4 CRISPR flies.
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these results show that CRISPR-mediated, Gal4-driven disruption of per and tim in Tim+ cells is
highly efficient on both the mRNA and protein levels and is sufficient to block locomotor activity
rhythms.

CRISPR-mediated disruption of per or tim in glia (Repo+ cells) does not disrupt behavioral
rhythmicity.
As a second control for the effect of CRISPR-induced DNA damage and to confirm that this
CRISPR gene targeting is Gal4-specific, we CRISPR-targeted tim and per in Repo+ glia, using the
glial driver repo-Gal4[145, 146]. Glia are not predicted to control circadian locomotor activity via
circadian clock gene expression[90]. We found that nearly all flies, whether CRISPR-targeted for
tim, per, or acp, were highly rhythmic (100% of repo-Gal4>acpCRISPR and 97% of repoGal4>perCRISPR and timCRISPR) (Fig. 2.3.1). CRISPR-targeting per or tim in Repo+ cells did not
reduce rhythm strength or affect rhythmic behavior in LD relative to the acp-targeted control (Fig.
2.3.2). We also confirmed through immunofluorescence analysis that the CRISPR-mediated
deletion was both efficient in (Fig. 2.3.4A) and specific to (Fig. 2.3.4B) glial cells. These results
demonstrate that there is no leaky or non-Gal4-mediated expression of both the UAS-Cas9 and
UAS-sgRNA that affects rhythmicity. These results further confirm previously published results
that, while circadian locomotor activity requires intact glial cells, it does not require glial
expression of clock genes[90].
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Figure 2.3.3: Average actograms for repo-Gal4 targeted flies under 12h:12h light:dark conditions.
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Disruption of per or tim in both morning and evening oscillators (Mai179+ neurons) causes
complete loss of circadian locomotor activity
To test the effect of disrupting per or tim in both the morning and evening oscillators, we expressed
our UAS-sgRNA constructs in the s-LNvs (including the 5th s-LNv) and 3 CRY+ LNds, with weak
or variable expression in l-LNvs, DN1s, and non-clock neurons, using the Mai179-Gal4 driver
(Fig. 2.4.1A)[120, 121, 136, 147]. We found that 100% of flies CRISPR-targeted for per and tim
in Mai179+ cells (Mai179-Gal4>perCRISPR and Mai179-Gal4>timCRISPR) were arrhythmic, while
91% of control flies (Mai179-Gal4>acpCRISPR) remained rhythmic (Fig. 2.4.1A-D; Fig. 2.4.2).
Thus, the molecular clock is required in Mai179+ neurons for circadian locomotor activity.
To confirm the loss of protein after gene disruption, we measured Per and Tim protein
levels in Mai179+ neurons. We co-immunostained brains for Per and Tim and quantified nuclear
fluorescence intensity at ZT0. We found that control flies showed robust nuclear staining of both
Per and Tim at ZT0 (Fig. 2.4.1E-H in grey; Fig. 2.4.4), whereas per disruption in Mai179+ neurons
caused near-complete loss of Per protein, as measured by the number of Per-positive nuclei per
brain and average Per fluorescence intensity per brain (Fig. 2.4.1E and G, orange dots). In pertargeted flies, Tim protein remained mostly cytoplasmic (Fig. 2.4.4.)[116, 143]. These results
suggest near-complete CRISPR-mediated per gene disruption in Mai179-Gal4>perCRISPR flies,
consistent with the observed complete loss of behavioral rhythmicity (Fig. 2.4.1A-D). For Mai179specific tim-targeted flies (Mai179-Gal4>timCRISPR), only a small number of nuclei displayed Tim
intensity levels close to the levels observed in control nuclei (Fig. 2.4.1F, compare blue to gray),
while the average nuclear fluorescence of Tim is near zero (Fig. 2.4.1H). Further analysis of these
brains revealed that most of the minority of neurons with incomplete loss of Tim/Per protein were
large ventral lateral neurons (l-LNvs); deletion was highly efficient in s-LNvs and LNds (Fig.
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Figure 2.3.4: CRISPR-targeting of per or tim in Repo+ glia leads to overall loss of Per
protein in glia but not neurons. (A) 15 um-thick posterior MIPs of repo-Gal4 driven CRISPR
brains at ZT0 with IHC for Repo (magenta) and Period (green); scale bar = 50 um. Insets show
high-magnification views of the same projections; scale bar = 5 um. Arrowheads indicate Repo+
nuclei; asterisks indicate Repo- (likely neuronal) nuclei. (B) Full-thickness MIPs of samples shown
in (A) with immunohistochemistry for Period (grayscale); scale bar = 50 um.
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Figure 2.4.2: Cell-specific disruption of per or tim in Mai179+ cells
causes loss of rhythm strength. χ2 peak height values (rhythm
strength) for Mai179-Gal4 targeting of acp (grey), per (orange), or tim
(blue). Significance determined by Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric
ANOVA (to account for non-normality of samples) followed by Dunn’s
multiple comparisons test; reported p-values are multiplicity adjusted
to account for multiple comparisons. ****: p<0.0001; n.s.: not significant, p>0.05.
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Figure 2.4.3: Average actograms for Mai179-Gal4 targeted flies under 12h:12h light:dark
conditions. Average actograms for the first day in LD for Mai179-Gal4 targeting of acp (grey), per
(orange), or tim (blue).
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2.4.5). Additionally, Per nuclear staining is nearly eliminated in tim-targeted flies (Fig. 2.4.1E,
G). Thus, our results support robust disruption of molecular clock function in these neurons,
consistent with the observed complete loss of behavioral rhythmicity.

Disruption of per or tim in the morning oscillator (Pdf+ s-LNv neurons) does not cause loss
of circadian locomotor activity
To investigate the role of the circadian clock in morning oscillator neurons alone, we next induced
CRISPR-mediated gene disruption of tim and per in Pdf-expressing cells using Pdf-Gal4. Pigmentdispersing factor (Pdf) is a neuropeptide expressed and secreted by the l-LNv and s-LNv neurons,
which form the morning oscillator[119, 122, 123, 147] (Fig. 2.5.1A). While Pdf+ neurons are
thought to be essential for circadian locomotor activity, we found that CRISPR-targeting of per
and tim in Pdf+ neurons did not cause complete loss of rhythmicity. 74% of Pdf-specific, pertargeted flies (Pdf-Gal4>perCRISPR) and 83% of Pdf-specific tim-targeted flies (PdfGal4>timCRISPR) were rhythmic, as compared to 100% of controls (Pdf-Gal4>acpCRISPR) (Fig.
2.5.1B). Qualitatively, activity rhythms of individual flies often appeared more ambiguous, and
therefore some were scored as “weakly rhythmic” (Fig. 2.5.1B; Fig. 2.5.4); indeed the rhythm
strength is significantly reduced, relative to acp-targeted controls, though not completely abolished
as seen in tim-Gal4- and Mai179-Gal4-driven CRISPR targeting (Fig. 2.5.2). We confirmed the
results for overall rhythmicity by an automated scoring method, Lomb-Scargle periodogram
analysis (see Methods). Again, Pdf-specific targeting of per or tim resulted in mostly rhythmic
flies (87% and 92%, respectively), similar to controls (95% rhythmic Table 1.1). All flies were
tracked for 9-10 days after shifting to constant darkness, because Pdf mutants and Pdf receptor
(Pdfr) mutants lose their rhythms only after 1-3 days in constant darkness[122]. We classified flies
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as rhythmic if they maintained activity rhythms for the entire 9-10 days. Finally, though the
morning oscillator is thought to delay the evening peak of activity and thus control period
length[121], the average period length of Pdf-specific per or tim-targeted flies (23.87 and 23.42
hours, respectively) was similar to controls (23.88 hours) (Fig. 2.5.1C). These results suggest that
the molecular clock is not required in the morning oscillator (Pdf+ s-LNv neurons) for overall
circadian locomotor activity nor to control the pacing of the evening oscillator.
Pdf+ s-LNv neurons also regulate “morning anticipation,” or increased activity just before
the transition to lights-on[119, 120]. The evening oscillator neurons regulate “evening
anticipation,” or increased activity just before the transition to lights off. To determine whether
loss of the molecular clock in Pdf+ neurons specifically affects morning anticipation, we analyzed
both types of anticipation in Pdf-specific per and tim-targeted flies relative to controls. While
evening anticipation was intact after CRISPR-targeting of tim or per in Pdf+ neurons, morning
anticipation was absent or diminished (Fig. 2.5.1E). To quantify this, we calculated morning and
evening anticipation indices (MAIs and EAIs) for each genotype (see Methods). The MAI in DD
day 2 was significantly reduced after targeting of per or tim in Pdf+ neurons (Pdf-Gal4>perCRISPR
and Pdf-Gal4>timCRISPR) relative to controls (Pdf-Gal4>acpCRISPR) (Fig. 2.5.1F), whereas EAI was
not reduced (Fig. 2.5.1G). In LD, while the overall activity pattern appears normal (Fig. 2.5.3), the
MAI was reduced in Pdf-Gal4>perCRISPR flies, though not in Pdf-Gal4>timCRISPR flies, and the EAI
was unaffected (Fig. 2.5.5A-C). These phenotypes were similar on days 3-9 in DD (Fig. 2.5.5DF). These results suggest that, while the molecular clock in Pdf+ neurons is not required for
locomotor rhythmicity, it is required for morning anticipatory behavior.
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Figure 2.4.5: Quantification by cell type of Period and Timeless immunohistochemistry in
Mai179-Gal4-driven CRISPR flies. Maximum intensity projections of Mai179-Gal4-driven GFP+
dorsal lateral (LNd, top) and ventral lateral (LNv, bottom) neurons with immunohistochemistry for
GFP (yellow), Period (green) and Timeless (magenta); scale bar = 10 um. Arrowheads indicate
GFP+ (CRISPR-targeted) cells.
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Figure 2.5.2: Cell-specific disruption of per or tim in Pdf+ cells
causes reduction in rhythm strength. χ2 peak height values
(rhythm strength) for Pdf-Gal4 targeting of acp (grey), per (orange),
or tim (blue). Significance determined by one-way ANOVA followed
by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; reported p-values are multiplicity adjusted to account for multiple comparisons. ***: p<0.001; **:
p<0.01; n.s.: not significant, p>0.05.
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Figure 2.5.3: Average actograms for Pdf-Gal4 targeted flies under 12h:12h light:dark conditions. Average actograms for the first day in LD Pdf-Gal4 targeting of acp (grey), per (orange), or
tim (blue).
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Figure 2.5.4: Representative actograms for each phenotypic class. Representative single-fly
actograms of Pdf-Gal4>acpCRISPR (gray), Pdf-Gal4>perCRISPR (orange), or Pdf-Gal4>timCRISPR (blue)
flies blindly scored as rhythmic (top row), weakly rhythmic (middle row), or arrhythmic (bottom
row; no Pdf-Gal4>acpCRISPR flies were scored as arrhythmic).
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CRISPR-mediated disruption of per or tim in Pdf+ neurons causes near-complete loss of Per
and Tim protein
If the Pdf-Gal4 driver is not strong enough to fully disrupt per or tim in Pdf+ neurons, this could
result in an incomplete behavioral phenotype. To confirm that per and tim disruption in Pdf+ cells
is as efficient as observed with Tim-Gal4 and Mai179-Gal4, which caused arrhythmicity, we
performed quantitative immunofluorescence analysis of Per and Tim protein levels (Fig. 2.6.1).
Control flies (Pdf-Gal4>acpCRISPR) displayed the expected robust nuclear staining of Per and Tim
in both the s-LNvs and l-LNvs (Fig. 2.6.1A, D-G, in grey). In contrast, Pdf-specific per-targeted
flies (Pdf-Gal4>perCRISPR) exhibited a near-complete absence of nuclear Per immunofluorescence
signal in both s-LNvs and l-LNvs (Fig. 2.6.1A, D, F; Fig. 2.6.2). Similar to what we observed in
the Mai179-specific per disruption, any remaining Tim signal was localized to the cytoplasm (Fig.
2.6.1A). In Pdf-specific tim-targeted flies (Pdf-Gal4>timCRISPR), we observed a similar nearcomplete reduction in Tim protein levels in LNvs, with relatively few Tim+ nuclei remaining and
an average fluorescence intensity per brain near zero (Fig. 2.6.1A, E, G). CRISPR-targeting of tim
also resulted in near-complete loss of Per protein, indistinguishable from loss of Per in per-targeted
flies (Fig. 2.6.1F)[143, 144]. These results suggest that the persistence of circadian locomotor
activity seen in Pdf-specific per and tim-targeted flies is not due to incomplete disruption of the
targeted gene. Taken together, our behavioral and quantitative immunofluorescence analysis
suggest that the molecular clock in Pdf+ clock neurons is not required for circadian locomotor
activity.
We also used a UAS-myr-GFP to label the membranes of Pdf+ neurons and counted the
number of GFP+ cells in each brain to confirm that the CRISPR-induced DNA damage in our
system does not cause cell death. There are 8 Pdf+ LNvs in each hemisphere, totaling 16 neurons
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in each fly brain[45]. We found no significant difference in the number of GFP+ LNvs in each
brain between experimental flies and controls (Fig. 2.6.1C). This result indicates that CRISPRmediated gene disruption in Pdf+ neurons does not cause significant cell death.

Restriction of CRISPR-mediated disruption of per or tim to evening oscillator (Mai179+ Pdf)
neurons by blocking disruption in Pdf+ neurons restores behavioral rhythmicity
To determine whether the molecular clock is required in evening oscillator neurons, we paired the
Mai179-Gal4 driver with Pdf-Gal80, blocking CRISPR-targeting of tim or per in Pdf+ neurons.
This Gal80-mediated inhibition of Gal4 restricts CRISPR-targeting to the evening oscillator
(Mai179+ Pdf- neurons): the 5th sLNv, CRY+ LNds, and a small subset of DN1s (Fig. 2.7.1A). We
found that overall locomotor rhythmicity is maintained; 82% of per-targeted and tim-targeted flies
(Mai179-Gal4/Pdf-Gal80>perCRISPR and Mai179-Gal4/Pdf-Gal80>timCRISPR) were rhythmic,
similar to 89% of control flies (Fig. 2.7.1B-D). The rhythm strength of tim-targeted flies was
slightly reduced relative to acp controls, whereas rhythm strength in per-targeted flies was
unaffected (Fig. 2.7.2). We also verified the efficiency and specificity of the deletion in Mai179+
Pdf- neurons through immunofluorescence analysis (Fig. 2.7.1E, F; Fig. 2.7.4). The CRISPR
deletion is highly efficient in RFP+ LNds and the 5th s-LNv, representing the minimal evening
oscillator (Fig. 2.7.1E; Fig.2.7.4). We found that the PdfGal80 construct largely protected Pdf+
neurons from CRISPR targeting, as evidenced by wild-type levels of Per signal in the majority of
Pdf+ cells. There were a minority of LNvs that lost Per expression; this incomplete protection was
slightly more prevalent in tim-targeted flies (Fig. 2.7.1F; Fig. 2.7.4), which may explain the slightly
reduced rhythm strength in tim-targeted but not per-targeted flies (Fig. 2.7.2). The result that
restoring molecular clock expression in Pdf+ neurons rescues overall rhythmicity is consistent with
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previous studies in which rhythmicity is restored by expression of UAS-per in Pdf+ neurons of per
null mutant flies[120]. Thus, while per and tim expression are not necessary in Pdf+ neurons for
rhythmicity (Fig. 2.5.1), their expression in Pdf+ and Mai179- neurons is sufficient for circadian
locomotor activity. Taken together, our results suggest that the molecular clock may be sufficient
in either the morning oscillator or evening oscillator for circadian locomotor activity and that the
molecular clock must be disrupted in both oscillators to disrupt circadian locomotor activity.
Because Mai179+ Pdf- neurons comprise the minimal evening oscillator, we also measured
“evening anticipation,” or increased activity just before the transition to lights off. Similar to our
observation that per or tim disruption in the Pdf+ morning oscillator led to a loss of morning
anticipation, per or tim disruption in the Mai179+ Pdf- evening oscillator neurons led to a loss of
evening anticipation activity (Fig. 2.7.5). The EAI was significantly reduced in evening oscillatorspecific per-targeted flies and the EAI of tim-targeted flies was trending, but not significantly
reduced (p<0.10), relative to controls. The morning anticipation indices (MAI) remained intact
and were not significantly different from controls (Fig. 2.7.5), further demonstrating that per or
tim expression in Pdf+ s-LNv morning oscillator neurons is both necessary and sufficient for
morning anticipatory activity.
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Figure 2.6.1: CRISPR-mediated disruption of per or tim in Pdf+ neurons leads to efficient
loss of the targeted protein. (A) Projections of Pdf-Gal4-driven GFP+ small and large ventral
lateral neurons with immunostaining for GFP (yellow), Period (green) and Timeless (magenta) at
ZT0. Scale bar = 10 um; arrows = targeted nuclei with residual protein. (B) Pdf-Gal4 expresses in
the 4 large and 4 small ventral lateral neurons (l- and s-LNv), bilaterally. (C) Count of number of
GFP+ neurons per brain (acp n=14; per n=15; tim n=13 brains). (D, E) Nuclear fluorescence intensity of Per (D) or Tim (E) at ZT0 in GFP+ neurons, grouped by brain with mean ± SEM shown. (F
and G) Mean nuclear fluorescence intensity of Per (G) or Tim (H) at ZT0 in GFP+ neurons, averaged per brain (acp n=14; per n=16; tim n=14 brains). ****: p<0.0001; n.s.: not significant, p>0.05.
Significance was determined by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test;
reported p-values are multiplicity adjusted to account for multiple comparisons.
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Figure 2.6.2: Cell-specific disruption of per or tim in Pdf+ neurons has similar efficiency in
small ventral lateral (s-LNv) and large ventral lateral (l-LNv) neurons. Background-subtracted nuclear fluorescence intensity of Per (A, C) or Tim (B, D) at ZT0 in GFP+ neurons, grouped by
brain and separated by cell type (A, B: small ventral lateral neurons; C, D: large ventral lateral
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(acp n=14; per n=16; tim n=14 brains).
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Figure 2.7.2: Cell-specific disruption of tim, but not per, in
Mai179+Pdf- cells causes a slight reduction in rhythm strength. χ2
peak height values (rhythm strength) for Mai179-Gal4; Pdf-Gal80
targeting of acp (grey), per (orange), or tim (blue). Significance determined by Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric ANOVA (to account for
non-normality of samples) followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons
test; reported p-values are multiplicity adjusted to account for multiple
comparisons. *: p<0.05; n.s.: not significant, p>0.05.
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Figure 2.7.3: Average actograms for Mai179-Gal4; Pdf-Gal80 targeted flies under 12h:12h
light:dark conditions. Average actograms for the first day in LD for Mai179-Gal4; Pdf-Gal80
targeting of acp (grey), per (orange), or tim (blue).
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Discussion
Our understanding of how circadian neurons communicate with each other to control locomotor
rhythmicity is still evolving. Over a decade ago, some of the first evidence was presented to support
a “dual oscillator” model in which Pdf+ s-LNvs are classified as “morning cells” that control
morning anticipation and drive the maintenance of overall rhythmicity. This model also suggests
that Pdf+ s-LNvs dominate over other circadian neurons, such as “evening cells”[118-120, 138].
More recent evidence has questioned this hierarchical model and instead suggests a complex
network in which the control of circadian behavior is distributed among many subgroups of
neurons[121, 126, 148-150]. Most of these recent studies utilized proteins known to alter period
length when expressed ubiquitously (mutant kinases, mutated kinase targets, or dominant negative
constructs). When these proteins were overexpressed in specific clock neurons such as Pdf+
neurons or evening oscillators, they exerted varying levels of control over the molecular clocks in
other neurons and overall circadian locomotor activity. While these studies were elegantly done
using available tools, overexpression studies carry the potential problem of gain of function.
Moreover, proteins that regulate the core molecular clock have significantly different roles in
different clock neurons[151, 152]. The best genetic tools are those that cause loss of function. Here
we developed and validated tools for CRISPR-mediated disruption of the molecular clock in
targeted subsets of circadian neurons.
Our results demonstrate the efficacy and utility of genetic constructs that mediate tissuespecific CRISPR-targeting of two key circadian clock genes: timeless and period. We showed that
these constructs recapitulate known mutant phenotypes, such as complete loss of locomotor
activity rhythms when driven in all tim-expressing cells (Fig. 2.2.1). We validated the extent of
gene disruption at both the mRNA and protein levels (Fig. 2.3.1, 2.4.1, 2.6.1, 2.7.1) and showed
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that gene targeting effects are Gal4-dependent, as there is no effect on locomotor rhythmicity when
tim or per are disrupted in glia, nor any effect of the CRISPR tools in the absence of a Gal4 driver.
We then used these lines to dissect the molecular clock requirements in different subsets of
circadian regulatory neurons. In summary, loss of per or tim expression in both the morning and
the evening oscillators (Mai179+) causes arrhythmicity. In contrast, loss of per and tim expression
in only Pdf+ cells (which include the morning oscillator) or the evening oscillator neurons
(Mai179+ Pdf-) does not cause arrhythmicity. Thus, in contradiction of the previous paradigm, per
and tim expression in Pdf+ neurons is not necessary for circadian locomotor activity. It should be
noted that while the molecular clock in Pdf+ neurons is sufficient for rhythmicity in the context of
Mai179-Gal4/Pdf-Gal80 CRISPR-targeting, Mai179- clock neurons other than Pdf+ neurons still
express per and tim and may also be required for rhythmicity. Moreover, while Pdf-Gal80
efficiently protected against CRISPR disruption driven by Mai179-Gal4, future experiments
utilizing Gal80 protection should take into account the relative developmental timing of the Gal4
and Gal80 constructs because the CRISPR disruption event is irreversible.
While this manuscript was in preparation, we became aware of a similar study examining
the requirement of the molecular clock in different subsets of clock neurons. Schlichting et al. also
used a tissue-specific CRISPR-mediated mutagenesis strategy to target period with three gRNAs
and obtained similar results. Consistent with our results, they found that disruption of per
expression in Pdf+ cells did not cause loss of circadian locomotor activity. Moreover, loss of Clock
protein cycling in Pdf+ neurons due to Pdf-specific neuronal silencing did not cause loss of
circadian locomotor activity. Taken together, our results and those from the Rosbash lab
demonstrate that the molecular clock is not required in Pdf+ neurons for circadian locomotor
activity and suggests that rhythmicity is a network property.
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Our evidence supports a model of independent morning and evening oscillators that control
their respective anticipatory behaviors and can compensate for each other to maintain overall
locomotor rhythmicity. CRISPR targeting per or tim in Pdf+ neurons, which contain the morning
oscillator, led to a loss of morning anticipatory behavior (Fig. 2.5.1). This is consistent with
previous reports demonstrating that ablation of Pdf-expressing cells or loss of function of Pdf itself
or its receptor Pdfr caused loss of morning anticipation[122]. This suggests that this specific aspect
of circadian behavior, morning anticipatory activity, requires the molecular clock in Pdf+ neurons.
However, while Pdf mutants and Pdf+ cell ablation led to a loss of overall rhythmicity[122, 124,
128, 137], disruption of the molecular clock (tim or per) in Pdf+ neurons did not. These results
suggest that locomotor rhythmicity, while dependent on Pdf expression and Pdf+ neurons, is not
dependent on the function of the molecular clock within Pdf+ neurons. Similarly, disruption of per
or tim in just the evening oscillator neurons (Mai179-Gal4/Pdf-Gal80), led to a loss of evening
anticipatory behavior, but not locomotor rhythmicity (Fig. 2.7.1). This also demonstrated that
while an intact molecular clock in morning oscillator neurons was not necessary for overall
rhythmicity, it was sufficient to restore the rhythmicity lost with Mai179-Gal4-driven disruption
of per or tim. These results are consistent with recent work suggesting that interactions between
clock neurons create multiple independent oscillators that regulate locomotor activity
rhythms[126].
Our results further suggest that the molecular clock needs to be disrupted in both the
morning and evening oscillator neurons to disrupt locomotor rhythmicity. When we drove
perCRISPR or timCRISPR with Mai179-Gal4, which expresses in a subset of clock neurons that include
both morning oscillator neurons (s-LNvs) and evening oscillator neurons (primarily 3 CRY+ LNds,
and the 5th s-LNv), we saw a complete loss of overall rhythmicity. Previous research has shown
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that rescuing the circadian clock with UAS-per expression in a per null background in Mai179Gal4 cells was not sufficient to fully restore rhythmicity[59, 120, 147], but it is possible that UASdriven expression of per did not fully recapitulate endogenous, cyclical expression levels. In
contrast, our results demonstrate that the molecular clock in one or more of the Mai179-Gal4
expressing neurons is necessary for behavioral rhythms. Perhaps the morning and evening
oscillators function with some redundancy, coordinating rhythmicity in a distributed, complex
network, that only requires a cell-intrinsic molecular clock in one subset of neurons to generate
behavioral rhythms. In other words, an intact molecular clock in one subset of clock neurons is
able to compensate for loss in another subset, suggesting that clock neurons do not rely entirely on
a cell-intrinsic molecular clock to generate behavioral rhythms.
Our results highlight how cell-specific CRISPR-mediated gene disruption can be used to
better understand the role the molecular clock plays in specific subsets of circadian neurons to
control behavioral rhythmicity. Our work also demonstrates the immense potential of the approach
engineered by Port & Bullock to produce cell-specific, CRISPR-mediated gene disruption in
somatic cells. These tools provide a new standard for the field and can now be used to investigate
the tissue-specific function of circadian genes in both neuronal subsets and “peripheral clocks”
outside the brain that control other circadian-regulated physiologies.
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Materials & Methods
Drosophila strains and maintenance
UAS-sgRNA lines (w;UAS-sgRNA-tim3x; w;UAS-sgRNA-per4x; and w;UAS-sgRNA-acp98AB4x;)
were cloned as described below. The w;;UAS-Cas9.2 line was obtained from Bloomington
Drosophila Stock Center (#58986). Two different UAS-myr-GFP lines were used (2nd
chromosome: Bloomington #32198 and 3rd chromosome: Bloomington #32197). per01 nulls were
a gift from Jaga Giebultowicz.
Gal4/Gal80 lines: w;tim-Gal4; (Bloomington #7126), w;;repo-Gal4 (Bloomington
#7415), w;Mai179-Gal4; (Helfrich-Förster Lab), w;Pdf-Gal4; (Bloomington #6900), w;;PdfGal80 (Rosbash Lab). All Gal4 driver lines were outcrossed at least six generations to w-CS (whiteeyed Canton-S strain).
All flies were grown and maintained on standard yeast-cornmeal-agar media (Archon
Scientific, Glucose recipe: 7.6% w/v glucose, 3.8% w/v yeast, 5.3% w/v cornmeal, w/v 0.6% agar,
0.5% v/v propionic acid, 0.1% w/v methyl paraben, 0.3% v/v ethanol) in a humidity controlled
(55-65%) 12:12 Light:Dark incubator at 25ºC. Males were collected at 1-3 days old and allowed
to mate for 1-2 days before being separated from females. Male flies were 7-11 days old at the
start of all behavioral and immunohistochemistry experiments.

Cloning
Multiple gRNAs targeting per, tim, or acp98AB were constructed as previously described[101].
gRNA sequences were selected for predicted target specificity and efficiency according to
http://chopchop.cbu.uib.no/[153]. pCFD6 (Addgene #73915) was digested with BbsI-HF (NEB
#R3539S) and gel purified. For each construct, inserts were generated in three separate PCR
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reactions using pCFD6 as the template and the primers listed in Supplementary File 2. The
resulting three inserts and the pCFD6 backbone were then assembled by NEBuilder HiFi DNA
Assembly (NEB #E2621L) for each construct. Each construct was integrated at the Su(Hw)attP5
site[154] (Bestgene, Inc.) and Sanger sequenced (Genewiz). Sequenced flies revealed a
polymorphism in one of the four sgRNA scaffolds in the UAS-t:sgRNA-tim flies and thus the line
is denoted as UAS-t:sgRNA-tim3x.

transgene
UAS-t:sgRNA-per4x

gRNAs expressed (orientation of target sequence)
1. GCTTTTCTACACACACCCGG (5’à3’)
2. CACGTGCGATATGATCCCGG (3’à5’)
3. GGAGTCCACACACAACACCA (5’à3’)
4. TACTCGTCCATAGACCACGC (5’à3’)

UAS-t:sgRNA-tim3x

1. *TCTGCTGAAGGAATTCACCG (5’à3’)
2. TGTGGCGACCCACATCCGTG (3’à5’)
3. GAGAACGCGCTGTACAACTG (3’à5’)
4. AAGAGGCCAGCGATATGACG (5’à3’)

UAS-t:sgRNAacp98AB4x

1. GTGTCCCCTTATTCGTGCGG (3’à5’)
2. CACACTATCAAAGGATGACG (5’à3’)
3. ATAAGGGGACACACTATCAA (5’à3’)
4. AGTGTGTCCCCTTATTCGTG (3’à5’)

*sgRNA scaffold for gRNA 1 of timeless has a one bp deletion (GTTTA... instead of
GTTTTA...)
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Circadian locomotor activity
Male flies entrained on a 12:12 LD cycle during development and post-eclosion were placed in
individual 5mm tubes in TriKinetics, Inc. Drosophila Activity Monitors (DAMs) to record their
locomotor activity for two days in 12:12 LD, then for 7-11 days in constant darkness (DD).
Activity data from the DD period was summed into 15 min bins using DAM file scan software.
Clocklab software (Actimetrics) was used to generate actograms and period measurements.
Actograms were blindly scored as rhythmic, weakly rhythmic, or arrhythmic; percentages of each
category are reported, except when “weakly rhythmic” was less than 10% of the population, then
it was included with “rhythmic.” Activity data from the LD day 1 was summed into 15 min bins
and Clocklab software was used to generate average actograms.
• Automated Circadian Analysis: After binning the data exactly as described above, we used
Clocklab to generate Lomb-Scargle periodograms with a statistical cutoff of p<0.001. The
difference between the amplitude of the peak and the value of the threshold line was calculated
and flies were classified as rhythmic if the difference was >150. The % rhythmicity results for all
genotypes are reported in Supplementary File 1.
• Rhythm Power Analysis: After binning the data as described above, we used Clocklab to generate
Chi-square periodograms with a statistical cutoff of p<0.001. The peak height value relative to the
threshold line is reported as the “rhythm power.” Additionally, since an animal cannot display
negative rhythmicity, all negative values are represented as “0”. The original values, however, are
available in Supplementary File 1. A Kruskal-Wallis with a Dunn’s multiple comparison post-hoc
test was performed to determine statistical differences in rhythm power between per- and timtargeted flies and acp-targeted controls.
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• Anticipation Index (MAI or EAI) Analysis: DAM file scan activity for individual flies was
summed into 1-hour bins. An anticipatory index was calculated by dividing the sum of the beam
breaks 3 hours immediately preceding “lights on” (MAI) or “lights off” (EAI) by the sum of the
beam breaks 6 hours preceding “lights on” (MAI) or “lights off” (EAI), in LD day 2, DD day 2,
and DD days 3-9. All circadian data is representative of at least three biological replicates of at
least 8-10 flies each per genotype. A Kruskal-Wallis with a Dunn’s multiple comparison post-hoc
test was used to compare significance between groups.
Quantification of all circadian locomotor activity data represented in figures is provided in
Supplementary File 4.

Immunohistochemistry and Confocal Microscopy
After 6-9 days of entrainment, flies were decapitated at ZT0 and heads were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences #RT15710) in PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100 (PTX)
for 40 minutes at room temperature. Heads were washed in PTX and subsequently incubated on
ice. Brains were dissected in PTX and blocked with 4% normal donkey serum (NDS, Jackson
ImmunoResearch #017-000-121) in PTX for 90 minutes at room temperature or overnight at 4ºC.
After blocking, brains were incubated overnight at 4ºC in primary antibody: chicken a-GFP
(1:1000, Abcam #ab13970), rabbit a-Per (1:1000, gift of Michael Rosbash[155]), rat a-Tim
(1:1000, gift of Amita Sehgal and Michael Young[30]), chicken a-RFP (1:200, Rockland 600901-379), mouse a-repo (1:20, DSHB 8D12), and/or mouse a-PDF (1:10, DSHB C7[156]) in PTX
+ 2% NDS. Rabbit a-Per was pre-adsorbed on dechorionated per01 embryos overnight in PTX +
2% NDS prior to use. Brains were washed in PTX and incubated overnight at 4ºC in secondary
antibody: Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated donkey a-chicken (1:200, Jackson ImmunoResearch #70365

545-155), Alexa Fluor 594–conjugated donkey a-rabbit (1:200, Jackson ImmunoResearch #711585-152), Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated donkey a-rat (1:200, Jackson ImmunoResearch #712-605153), Cy3–conjugated donkey a-chicken (1:200, Jackson ImmunoResearch #703-165-155),
and/or Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated donkey a-mouse (1:200, Jackson ImmunoResearch #715-605151) in PTX + 2% NDS. Brains were washed in PTX then PBS and were mounted on coverslips
coated with Poly-L-Lysine (0.1 mg/mL, Advanced BioMatrix #5048) and PhotoFlow 200 (0.36%,
Kodak #1464510). Coverslips were serially dehydrated with increasing concentrations of ethanol
(30, 50, 75, 95, 100, 100%) and cleared with two washes in 100% xylenes. Coverslips were
mounted onto slides with DPX (Electron Microscopy Sciences #RT13510) and dried at room
temperature overnight before imaging.
Images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 800 Axio Observer 7 inverted confocal microscope
(ZEISS) using 488-, 561-, and 647-nm lasers and a Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.40 oil immersion lens
(Figs. 2.4.1, 2.6.1, 2.7.1), 40x/1.2 water lens (Fig. 2.3.4), or 20x/0.8 dry lens (Fig. 2.3.5). Z-stacks
were taken using Zeiss LSM confocal software Zen 2.3 (1.5 µm slice thickness except for Figs. 6
where 1.0 µm slice thickness was used). Image analysis was performed in FIJI[157]; mean
fluorescence intensity of GFP-positive nuclei (Fig. 2.4.1, 2.6.1-2) or RFP- or PDF-positive nuclei
(Fig. 2.7.1) was measured, normalized by subtracting a measurement of mean background
intensity, and analyzed using GraphPad Prism software. For Pdf-Gal4 experiments (Fig. 2.6.1),
the number of GFP+ neurons in each brain was counted and analyzed to assess potential CRISPRdriven cytotoxicity. For Mai179-Gal4; Pdf-Gal80 experiments (Fig. 2.7.1), neurons were visually
scored as RFP- and/or PDF-positive for analysis.
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Quantitative real-time PCR (QRT-PCR)
14-day old male flies previously entrained to 12:12 LD were placed in constant darkness (DD) for
24 hours, after which 7 circadian timepoints were taken at CT-1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21 and 25, snapfrozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80ºC. RNA was extracted from 60 heads for each of 4
biological replicates per genotype/timepoint with TRIzol (Invitrogen) following the
manufacturer’s protocol. Samples were treated with DNaseI (Invitrogen), then heat inactivated.
cDNA was synthesized by Revertaid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Scientific).
PowerUp SYBR Mastermix (Applied Biosystems) was used to perform QRT-PCR using a CFXConnect thermal cycler (BioRad). Primer efficiency and relative quantification of transcripts were
determined using a standard curve of serial diluted cDNA. Transcripts were normalized using
Actin5C as a reference gene. A repeated measures ANOVA between values within each genotype
and between adjacent timepoints on the curve was conducted. Only acp-targeted flies displayed
significant differences of p<0.0001 indicating oscillation similar to wild-type tim, per, and clk
RNA cycling over the circadian day. While tim-Gal4>perCRISPR did not result in significant
measures of per, tim, or clk transcript, tim-Gal4>timCRISPR did result in minor significant difference
in repeated measures ANOVA values of p<0.05 for the cycling of tim and clk transcripts. Though
the p-values were slightly significant, the peaks are not consistent with those of wild-type animals,
indicating arrhythmic expression at the RNA level.

Primer sequences:
clock-fwd-GGATAAGTCCACGGTCCTGA
clock-rev-CTCCAGCATGAGGTGAGTGT
period-fwd-CGAGTCCACGGAGTCCACACACAACA
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period-rev-AGGGTCTGCGCCTGCCC
timeless-fwd-CCGTGGACGTGATGTACCGCAC
timeless-rev-CGCAATGGGCATGCGTCTCTG
Actin5C-fwd-TTGTCTGGGCAAGAGGATCAG
Actin5C-rev- ACCACTCGCACTTGCACTTTC
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Chapter 3: Glial ebony influences Drosophila
courtship and sleep behavior
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Abstract
In the brain, ebony is specifically expressed in glial cells and assists in the inactivation of biogenic
amines via addition of b-alanine. Because biogenic amines regulate complex behaviors, we aimed
to understand the role of ebony in regulating behavior. To test this, we assayed courtship and sleep
behaviors in Drosophila e11 mutants and found that they displayed dramatically reduced courtship
and increased sleep. We found that ebony was required for normal courtship and sleep in glial
cells, not in other ebony-expressing tissues such as the epidermal epithelium, which produces the
cuticle. We also showed that reducing ebony mRNA levels specifically in cortex and
subperineurial glial cells decreased courtship levels. Additionally, we found that e11 mutant brains
have significantly less histamine, dopamine, and serotonin. These results suggest that lower levels
of biogenic amines depress courtship and increase sleep in ebony mutants.

Introduction
Glial cells perform essential tasks in the brain, including the provision of metabolic and structural
support to neurons[78, 81, 158]. More recently, glial cells have been found to play a more active
role in neuronal functions, including the execution of complex behaviors, in part via their ability
to synthesize, uptake, and regulate the activity of neurotransmitters[92, 159-161]. Studies in
Drosophila have examined the role of glia-mediated regulation of neurotransmission in complex
behaviors, including courtship and circadian rhythms[100, 160]. However, the extent to which
glial cells modulate behavior, especially through their regulation of neurotransmission, remains
unclear. Given the genetic tractability and established behavioral assays in Drosophila, this model
is well equipped to advance our current understanding of how glial regulation of neurotransmission
affects evolutionarily conserved behaviors.
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The ebony gene is expressed in the epidermal epithelium, which produces the cuticle, and
in several types of glial cells. Importantly, ebony is not expressed in neurons[99, 100, 162, 163].
In both tissues, ebony acts as an enzyme to inhibit the activity of biogenic amines by catalyzing
the addition of a b-alanine[92, 162]. ebony has been shown to broadly target biogenic amines
including histamine, dopamine, serotonin, and octopamine[92, 164]. While there is no mammalian
homolog of ebony, mammalian glutamine synthetase acts in a similar manner by converting
glutamate to glutamine in astrocytes[79]. Previously, Ng. et al showed that ebony impacts
circadian rhythms through its role of modulating neurotransmitters in glial cells[90]. ebony has
also been previously implicated in several other behaviors including aggression, courtship, and
sleep behaviors[96, 165, 166], but these results have not been linked to the role of ebony in glial
cells or specific glial subtypes.
Here we examined courtship and sleep in e11 mutants and found that male courtship
towards females is reduced while overall sleep amount is increased. We pinpointed these behaviors
to the role of ebony in glial cells. Furthermore, using HPLC/MS, we found that e11 mutants had
significantly reduced levels of histamine, dopamine, and serotonin. Preliminarily, we identified
that ebony acts in cortex glia to regulate courtship behavior. These results advance our
understanding of neurotransmitter regulation by specific glial subtypes and their role in complex
behaviors and also assigns novel functions to these previously understudied glial subtypes.
Results
ebony mutants display loss of Ebony protein and decreased courtship behavior
While the ebony mutation produces a visibly darkened body color phenotype, at least one other
genetic mutation can cause a darkened cuticle phenotype[167]. To confirm the e11 strain we used
in our experiments contains the predicted deletion in the ebony gene reported on Flybase, I
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performed PCR analysis. Primers around the expected deletion site amplified a roughly ~500bp
smaller DNA fragment in mutants than controls, which corresponds to the 449bp deletion reported
on FlyBase (Fig. 3.1A). Using PCR to follow the mutation, I also outcrossed the e11 mutants seven
times, as I will be assaying behavior and genetic background influences behavior[168, 169]. To
confirm that Ebony protein is lost, we performed Western blot analysis and verified the loss of
Ebony (Fig. 3.1A). This confirms that the e11 mutant has a loss of Ebony protein. I will refer to our
e11 mutants as ebony mutants for the remainder of the results.
Because ebony influences biogenic amine activity[92] and biogenic amines are known to
influence courtship behavior[170-172], we sought to understand whether ebony mutant males
exhibit changes in their courtship behavior toward females. To assay courtship behavior, we videorecorded the interactions between pairs of 6 to 8-day old virgin males and 3 to 5-day old wCS (wCanton S strain) females in a 16 mm bottom lit chamber for 10 minutes. The percentage of time a
male spends courting in the 10-minute video is called the Courtship Index (CI). The females were
recently mated unless otherwise noted, in order to prevent copulation, as virgin females often
copulate with courting males before the end of the 10-minute recording period. To quantify the
data, I used the Caltech FlyTracker[173], which calculates features of fly behavior (i.e. orientation
of one fly to another, wing angle, and velocity). I then trained the Janelia Automatic Animal
Behavior Annotator (JAABA)[174] machine learning-based classifier to quantify three major
courtship behaviors (wingsong, chasing, and attempted mounting) in a high throughput and
unbiased manner (Fig. 3.1B). I found that ebony mutant males displayed decreased courtship
behavior towards recently mated females. On average, ebony mutants exhibited a CI of 7.24%,
while CS (Canton S) males, which are genetic controls for our e11 mutants, had a CI of 19.41%
(p<0.0001) (Fig. 3.1C). Therefore, ebony mutants courted 62.70% less than controls. This result
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Fig 3.1. ebony mutants display loss of Ebony protein and decreased courtship behavior.
(A) PCR (top) and Western blot (bottom) of ebony mutants and controls. PCR analysis revealed
that e11 mutants have the expected ~500bp deletion. Western blot analysis showed the Ebony
protein band is absent. (B) Schematic of courtship assay and analysis. (C) Controls (gray dots),
ebony mutants (pink dots) exhibited decreased courtship behavior (p<0.0001). Each data point
represents a single fly; p-values obtained by a Mann-Whitney U test. Fly images adapted from
Sokolowski MB, Nat. Reviews. [175].
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suggests that ebony positively influences courtship behavior since ebony mutants court
significantly less than wildtype flies.

ebony mutants exhibit increased waking activity, but also increased sleep duration and
consolidation
I hypothesized that ebony mutants might court less because they are less active than CS controls.
I used Drosophila Activity Monitors (DAMs) to assay whether ebony mutants display different
levels of activity compared to controls while awake. I placed individual males in DAM tubes and
measured activity and sleep over a period of 5 days, then we calculated an activity index based on
the average number of times a fly breaks the beam per minute while awake. I discovered that ebony
mutants displayed increased activity compared to CS controls. ebony mutants had an average
activity index of 1.64 compared to 1.17 for CS (p<0.0001); ebony mutants were 40.17% more
active than controls (Fig. 3.2A). While this result does not eliminate the possibility that the increase
in activity renders ebony mutants less able to court, this result suggests that ebony mutants do not
court less because they are less active or more lethargic than controls.
Additionally, I measured sleep in ebony flies because sleep is also impacted by
neurotransmitters modified by ebony[176-178]. Sleep duration was calculated as each subsequent
minute after a fly is immobile for 5 minutes, an analysis based on previous literature[179]. On
average, ebony mutants slept 1079 minutes per day while CS flies slept 872 minutes per day
(p<0.0001) (Fig. 2.2.1B). Therefore, ebony mutants slept 3 hours and 27 minutes or 23.74% more
per day than CS controls. This result shows that, while ebony flies were more active when awake,
ebony flies slept for more minutes per day than controls. This indicates that Ebony negatively
influences sleep because ebony mutants slept more than controls.
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To further analyze sleep architecture I quantified the number of sleep bouts and average
sleep bout length during the daytime and nighttime. I found that ebony mutants had significantly
fewer sleep bouts during the daytime and the nighttime. ebony mutants displayed 17.27 bouts of
sleep per day compared to 22.03 bouts in controls to (p=0.0055), or 21.61% fewer bouts (Fig 3.2C).
During the nighttime, ebony mutants displayed 15.15 sleep bouts per night compared to 21.55 in
controls (p=0.0003), or 29.70% fewer bouts (Fig. 3.2E). I found that, while ebony mutants
exhibited slightly increased sleep bout lengths during both day and night, these differences were
not statistically significant. ebony flies had an increased average daytime sleep bout length of 40.09
minutes from 27.66 minutes in controls (p=0.0532), or 31.01% longer sleep bouts than controls
during the daytime (Fig. 3.2D). During the nighttime, ebony sleep bout lengths were 44.15 minutes
compared to 33.42 minutes for controls (p=0.3594), or ebony mutants had 32.11% longer sleep
bout lengths at nighttime (Fig. 3.2D). Together, these results indicate that ebony mutants have a
more consolidated sleep architecture than controls since they sleep longer per bout and exhibit
fewer sleep bouts than controls.
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Figure 3.2. ebony mutants exhibit increased waking activity, but also increased sleep
duration and consolidation. Relative to controls (gray dots), ebony mutants (pink dots)
exhibited: (A) increased waking activity levels (p<0.0001); (B) increased daily sleep amount
(p<0.0001); (C) decreased average daytime bout number (p=0.0055) and average night-time bout
number (p=0.0003); and (D) slightly increased but not statistically significant average day-time
bout length (p=0.0523) and average night-time bout length (p=0.3594). Each data point represents
a single fly averaged over a period of 5 days; error bars represent SEM; p-values obtained by
unpaired t-test.
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ebony mutants have decreased neurotransmitter levels
Several of the neurotransmitters modified and inhibited by ebony including dopamine, serotonin,
histamine, and octopamine are known to stimulate courtship and suppress sleep[178, 180-184].
Thus, loss of Ebony protein is would be predicted to increase active neurotransmitter levels and
increase courtship and decrease sleep. Because we found that ebony mutants exhibited the opposite
behavioral phenotypes (decreased courtship and increased sleep), we measured unmodified
(active) neurotransmitter levels in dissected brains, with laminas attached, using HPLC/MS. While
others have tested ebony neurotransmitter levels previously, results were often inconsistent as
various techniques were used to quantify neurotransmitters and the cuticle, which contains
neurotransmitters, was not always removed[93, 102, 103, 185, 186]. In other published
measurements, extraneous mutations were present, such as loss of white, a gene shown to affect
neurotransmitter levels[102, 187]. Previous published results have also focused on dopamine and
histamine, without measuring serotonin and octopamine levels in ebony mutants. Consistent with
two groups, we found that dissected brains from ebony mutants had significantly less histamine
than controls. ebony mutants had 0.57 pmol/brain and CS had 1.38 pmol/brain (p=0.0004) (Fig.
3.3A)[93, 186]; that is, ebony mutants had 58.70% less histamine relative to controls. In contrast
to previously published results, we found that ebony mutants also exhibited decreased dopamine
levels. ebony mutants had 0.18 pmol/brain and CS had 0.25 pmol/brain (p=0.366) (Fig. 3.3B); that
is, ebony mutants had 28% less dopamine relative to controls. As noted above, these previously
published experiments were performed in whole flies, flies without laminas, or without removing
the cuticle[102, 103, 185]. Similar to histamine and dopamine, serotonin was also reduced in ebony
mutants. ebony flies had 0.17 pmol/brain while CS flies had 0.20 pmol/brain (p=0.0393) (Fig.
3.3C); ebony mutants had 15% less serotonin relative to controls. We saw no statistically
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Figure 3.3 ebony mutants have
decreased neurotransmitter levels.
Each data point represents 50
dissected brains with laminas intact.
Data
was
generated
using
HPLC/MS. (A) Average histamine
neurotransmitter levels per brain of
genetic controls and ebony mutants,
histamine was significantly reduced
(p=0.0004). (B) Average dopamine
levels per brain of genetic controls
and ebony mutants, dopamine was
significantly reduced (p=0.0366).
(C) Average serotonin levels per
brain of genetic controls and ebony
mutants, serotonin was significantly
reduced (p=0.0393). (D) Average
octopamine levels per brain of
genetic controls and ebony mutants
(p=0.0868), there was no significant
difference between groups. Error
bars represent SEM. An Unpaired Ttest was used to perform all statistical
analyses.

significant difference in octopamine levels, ebony had 0.09 pmol/brain and CS had 0.13 pmol/brain
(p=0.0868) (Fig. 3.3D). Octopamine was decreased by 30.77% in ebony mutants, though this
difference was not statistically significant. Thus, ebony appears to positively influence
neurotransmitter levels in the brain, as ebony mutants had decreased neurotransmitter levels. The
neurotransmitter quantification results align with the decreased courtship and increased sleep
observed. Because three of the four neurotransmitters tested were significantly decreased, it is not
clear which specific neurotransmitter(s) underlie the observed phenotypes.

Ubiquitous and glial specific ebony knockdown phenocopies ebony mutant courtship defect
To identify the relevant cell type in which Ebony acts to regulate behavior, we set out to validate
a previously generated UAS-ebony RNAi construct. Consistent with effective knockdown of the
ebony gene, expression of this UAS-ebony RNAi construct by the ubiquitous tubulin-Gal4 driver
caused the darkened cuticle typical of ebony mutants (Fig. 3.4A). To measure ebony expression in
these flies, we performed qPCR analysis using whole flies and found a 69.8% reduction in mRNA
levels relative to the Gal4 control and 70.6% reduction relative to the UAS control (Fig 3.4A).
Therefore, UAS-ebony RNAi efficiently disrupts mRNA levels.
To behaviorally validate the UAS-ebony RNAi, we measured courtship in flies where ebony
was knocked down using tubulin-Gal4 (tub-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi). We observed that courtship
behavior was reduced in these flies where ubiquitous ebony knockdown flies had a CI of 15.43%,
relative to 44.47% in Gal4 controls (p<0.0001) and 40.55% in UAS controls (p<0.0001) (Fig.
3.4B). Thus, tub-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi flies courted 65.30% less than tub-Gal4 controls and
61.95% less than UAS-ebony RNAi controls. This result confirmed that knockdown of ebony
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expression using the tubulin-Gal4 driver and UAS-ebony RNAi construct recapitulates the
decreased courtship phenotype of ebony mutants.
ebony is expressed in both glial cells and in the epidermal epithelium that produces the
cuticle. To determine if the decreased courtship observed in ebony mutants is due to the role of
ebony in glial cells, we drove UAS-ebony RNAi with the well-characterized, glia-specific repoGal4 driver (repo-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi)[188]. With glia-specific knockdown of ebony,
mutants had a CI of 13.46%, while Gal4 genetic controls courted 43.15% of the time (p<0.0001)
and UAS controls 35.40% (p<0.0001) (Fig 3.4C). In other words, repo-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi
mutants courted 68.81% less than Gal4 controls and 61.98% less than UAS controls. This result is
similar to the ebony mutant result (Fig. 3.1C) and further confirms that, when ebony is reduced,
male courtship behavior is downregulated. Moreover, the repo-Gal4 driving UAS-ebony RNAi
result confirms the reduction in courtship behavior we observed is due to the role of ebony in glial
cells.
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Figure 3.4. Ubiquitous and glial specific ebony knockdown phenocopies ebony mutant
courtship defect (A) Relative ebony mRNA levels measured by qRT-PCR. An ordinary One-Way
ANOVA with a Dunnett’s post doc test indicated that ebony mutants had significantly less ebony
mRNA (p<0.0001 when compared to either control). (B) Scatter plots showing courtship indices,
or % of frames spent courting, of tubulin-Gal4 or repo-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi compared to
respective genetic controls. A single point indicates the percentage of time one male spent courting
in a 10-minute video. A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that tubulin-Gal4 and repo-Gal4 driving
UAS-ebony RNAi males courted significantly less than Gal4 and UAS controls (p<0.0001 for both
controls for both tubulin-Gal4 and repo-Gal4). Error bars represent SEM for all graphs.
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Both ubiquitous and glia-specific knockdowns of ebony expression increase sleep duration,
similar to ebony mutants, but do not increase activity
To test if the increase in sleep observed in ebony mutants can be recapitulated using RNAi and is
due to the loss of ebony in glia, we quantified sleep duration in flies expressing UAS-ebony RNAi
ubiquitously (tub-Gal4) and in glia (repo-Gal4). We found that ubiquitous ebony knockdown using
tub-Gal4 increased sleep: tub-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi flies slept for 1096 minutes per day, while
Gal4 controls slept for 957 minutes (p<0.0001) and UAS controls for 819 minutes (p<0.0001) (Fig.
3.4A). Therefore, ebony knockdown flies slept 14.52% more than Gal4 controls and 33.82% more
than UAS controls. Additionally, when repo-Gal4 was used to drive the knockdown of ebony in
glia, we observed increased sleep: repo-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi slept for 998 minutes per day,
compared to 812 minutes for Gal4 controls (p<0.0001) and 916 minutes for UAS controls
(p=0.0099), constituting a 22.91% and 8.22% increase, respectively (Fig. 3.4C). These results are
consistent with our ebony mutant results (Fig. 3.2B) and demonstrate that RNAi-mediated
knockdown of ebony either ubiquitously or specifically in glia increase sleep duration. We
quantified sleep amount in flies where ebony was knocked down using glial subtype Gal4 drivers.
Unfortunately, the results were inconsistent between repeats and we were not able to draw
conclusions from the data (data not shown).
We quantified waking activity in flies with tubulin-Gal4 and repo-Gal4 to drive ebony
knockdown to determine if they also display increased activity observed in ebony mutants. We
found that ubiquitous ebony knockdown using a tubulin-Gal4 did not increase activity: tub-Gal4
>UAS-ebony RNAi flies had an activity index of 1.50 average beam breaks while Gal4 controls
had an activity index of 1.29 (p=0.0588) and UAS controls, 1.42 (p=0.6907) (Fig. 3.4B). For flies
with glia-specific ebony knockdown using repo-Gal4, we observed a waking activity average of
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Figure 3.5. Both ubiquitous and glia-specific knockdowns of ebony expression increase sleep
duration, but do not increase activity Data points represent one fly averaged over 5 days. (A&C)
Daily sleep amount of genetic controls and tub-Gal4 or repo-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi. Flies
displayed increased sleep (p<0.0001 for tub-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi compared to both controls)
(p=0.0001 for repo-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi compared to Gal4 controls, p=0.0021 compared to
UAS controls). (B&D) Waking activity levels of genetic controls compared to tub-Gal4 and repoGal4 driving UAS-ebony RNAi. tub-Gal4>UAS ebony RNAi flies exhibited no significant
difference in waking activity levels (p=0.588 compared to Gal4 controls, p=0.6907 compared to
UAS controls). repo-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi flies were less active than controls (p=0.0021
compared to Gal4 controls and p=0.0001 compared to UAS controls). Error bars represent SEM.
An ordinary One-Way ANOVA with a Dunnett’s post hoc test was used to calculate significance.
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1.24 beam breaks/minute; Gal4 controls had a mean activity 1.43 beam breaks (p=0.0021) and
UAS controls, 1.48 beam breaks (p<0.0001) (Fig. 3.4BD). Thus, in contrast to ebony mutants,
which displayed increased waking activity, waking activity was not increased with ubiquitous
knockdown of ebony and is significantly decreased compared to both controls with glia-specific
knockdown of ebony.

ebony knockdown specifically in cortex glial cells appears to reduce courtship
To identify glial subtypes in which Ebony acts to regulate courtship, we performed a screen and
analyzed courtship behavior after RNAi-mediated knockdown of ebony using one of twelve unique
glial subtype drivers; obtained from the Janelia collection, these 12 drivers cover all the major glial
subtypes[189]. For the purposes of this screen, we did not use Gal4 controls and thus these results
are not yet conclusive. We grouped glial subtypes into two categories, central brain/optic lobe and
laminal glia of the eyes; ebony is reported to be expressed in glia of these regions[99]. Each graph
displayed is the composition of two separate experiments performed with different flies on
different days. We tested flies with 1-3 Gal4 drivers and a UAS control (2-4 genotypes per
experiment) to increase the number of flies we could test in a day experiment because the data is
inherently variable day to day.
As ebony in glia of the central brain neuropil potentially regulate neurotransmitters
involved in courtship behavior, we first tested whether ebony knockdown in glial subtypes of the
central brain and optic lobes (not lamina) affected courtship behavior. We used three Gal4 drivers,
one expressed in astrocytes and two targeting ensheathing glia. We found no significant decrease
in courtship levels between flies with RNAi-mediated knockdown using these drivers and UAS
controls (Fig. 3.6.1A). UAS controls exhibited a CI of 40.55% while alrm-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi
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flies exhibited a CI of 40.31% (p>0.9999) (Fig 3.6.1A). ebony knockdown in ensheathing glia by
two different drivers actually increased courtship levels modestly, but the difference was only
significant using the mz0709-Gal4 driver. The CI using the ensheathing glia-Gal4>UAS-ebony
RNAi was 46.43% (p=0.8199); using the mz0709-Gal4 driver, flies had a CI of 52.28% (p=0.0372)
(Fig. 3.6.1A). These results suggest that the decreased courtship phenotype observed in ebony
mutants or after glia-specific knockdown of ebony is not due to Ebony activity in either astrocytes
or ensheathing glia of the neuropil.
We next examined the effect of knocking down ebony in cortex glial cells and
subperineurial glia using moody-Gal4. Cortex glial cells surround neuronal cell bodies and
subperineurial glial cells partially comprise the Drosophila blood-brain barrier. When we knocked
down ebony in cortex glial cells, we observed reduced courtship using two unique Gal4 drivers.
UAS control flies had a CI of 49.20% (Fig. 3.6.1B). When we used the cortex glia #1-Gal4 driver
to knockdown ebony, we found that flies had a CI of 34.65% (p=0.0080) (Fig. 3.6.1B). The cortex
glial #2>UAS-ebony RNAi flies had a CI of 35.88% (p=0.0265) (Fig. 3.6.1B). Using moody-Gal4,
which targets subperineurial glia, flies displayed a CI of 32.43% (p=0.0094). These results suggest
that ebony in cortex glial cells and subperineurial glia are involved courtship behavior.
We knocked down ebony in subperineurial glia using a second Gal4 driver, subperineurial
glia Gal4, and we found that flies did not court less than controls. The controls in this set of
experiments had a CI 47.48% while subperineurial glia-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi flies had a CI of
43.61% (p=0.4423) (Fig. 3.6.1C). It is possible that the moody-Gal4 and the subperineurial gliaGal4 drivers have different expression strengths and this caused the discrepancy in the results.
However, since the results are contradicting, immunohistochemistry would be needed to confirm
the specificity of the driver and the level of knockdown. In this set of experiments, we also
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knocked down ebony using a perineurial glia-Gal4 and also so no change in courtship levels,
CI=43.91% (p=0.7131) (Fig. 3.6.1C).
Histamine is an important neurotransmitter for visual function and ebony mutants are
reported to have visual defects[190, 191]. To test whether ebony acts in the glia of the eye, or
laminal glia, to regulate courtship behavior, we knocked down ebony in laminal glial subtypes
from distal to proximal, including fenestrated (lamina perineurial glia), pseudocartridge (lamina
subperineurial glia), distal satellite glia (lamina distal cortex glia), proximal satellite glia (lamina
proximal cortex glia), epithelial glia (lamina astrocyte-like glia), and marginal glia (lamina
ensheathing glia) (Fig. 3.6.2). We found no significant differences in any of the groups compared
to UAS controls. In the first group of flies, controls had a CI of 47.48% of the video while lamina
astrocyte-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi flies had a CI of 43.61% (p=0.5102) (Fig. 3.6.2A).
Knockdown of ebony in laminal distal cortex glia resulted in a CI of 48.51% (p>0.9999),
in lamina proximal cortex glia, 48.87% (p>0.9999), and in the lamina ensheathing glia, 52.35%
(p=0.4333); Controls had a CI of 35.74% (Fig. 3.6.2). In the most distal laminal glia, the
fenestrated or lamina perineurial glia, we found that ebony knockdown caused a CI of 51.13%
compared to controls with a CI of 50.30% (p>0.9999) (Fig. 3.6.2C). lamina subperineurial gliaGal4>UAS-ebony RNAi flies exhibited a CI of 57.27% (p=0.1728) (Fig. 3.6.2C). Collectively,
these results suggest that Ebony protein does not act in laminal glia to regulate courtship behavior.
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Figure 3.6.1 Glial subtype specific ebony knockdown has various effects on courtship
behavior (A-C) Courtship indices of flies with ebony knocked down in indicated glial subtypes.
All statistical tests were performed relative to the UAS control in the same graph. alrm-Gal4>UASebony RNAi (p>0.9999), ensheathing glia-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi (p=0.8199), mz0709Gal4>UAS ebony RNAi (p=0.0372). cortex glia #1-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi (p=0.0080), cortex
glia #2-Gal4>-UAS-ebony RNAi (p=0.0265), moody-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi (p=0.0094).
perineurial glia-Gal4>-UAS-ebony RNAi (p=0.7131), subperineurial glia-Gal4>UAS-ebony
RNAi (p=0.4423). Error bars represent SEM. An Ordinary One-Way ANOVA with a KruskalWallis post-hoc test was used to analyze all data sets.
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Discussion
Courtship
In 1978, Kyriacou et. al[96] found that e11 mutants display reduced courtship towards females and
are outcompeted by wild-type males. Interestingly, males heterozygous for the e11 mutation had
superior mating success when compared to wildtype flies. As ebony mutants are known to have
visual defects, they also performed experiments with decapitated females and found that e11 males
performed more wingsong toward decapitated females than wildtype males and performed
similarly to heterozygotes. We found that, despite the visual defects found in ebony mutants, RNAi
in all known lamina glial subtypes did not produce a courtship defect (3.6.2A-C). Since RNAi does
not completely knockdown the expression of a gene, the partial presence of ebony may not cause
any defect. Because heterozygous ebony males previously displayed superior mating success it is
even possible that knockdown of ebony could result in improved mating. We did notice that ebony
knockdown in ensheathing glia of the central brain did slightly but significantly increase the
courtship index (Fig. 3.6.1A).
Similar to mutants, we found a decrease in courtship levels when we knocked down ebony
in cortex glial cells, which we validated using two distinct Gal4 drivers (Fig. 3.6.1B). Recently,
there have been a handful of papers describing a role for cortex glia in behavior. One paper
described the role of cortex glia in sleep and found that knockdown of Amyloid precursor protein
(APP) in both cortex glia and astrocytes could individually drive an increase in sleep. Furthermore,
knockdown of APP altered innexin-2 expression patterns in the cortex glia and altered glutamine
synthetase expression in astrocytes. innexin-2 is a gap junction protein at the border of cortex glia
and astrocytes. Collectively, these results suggest a model in which cortex glial and astrocytic gap
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junctions facilitate neurotransmitter recycling and disruptions in these pathways affect the sleep
behavior of these flies.
Additionally, we found that knockdown of ebony using moody-Gal4 which targets
subperineurial glia, a subtype composing part of the blood brain barrier, decreased courtship
similar to that seen with knockdown in cortex glia (Fig. 3.6.1B). However, this result was
contradicted when I used another subperineurial glia driver (Fig. 3.6.1C), so the moody-Gal4
knockdown must be validated by IHC. Subperineurial glia have also been shown to affect sleep.
Artuishin et. al showed that inhibiting endocytosis in these glial subtypes increased baseline
sleep[192]. While endocytosis mediates neurotransmitter uptake in neurons, whether endocytosis
mediates neurotransmitter uptake in glial cells for subsequent modification by ebony remains
unclear. This group did not identify differences in overall neurotransmitter levels in the brains of
flies with disruption of endocytosis in glia. Of note, when we disrupted ebony expression in cortex
glia, we observed quantitatively less reduction in courtship than when ebony is disrupted using
repo-Gal4 or tubulin-Gal4. ebony may play a role in both glial subtypes; if so, knockdown in both
subtypes simultaneously might cause a further decrease in the courtship index. These results
suggest that ebony acts in cortex to regulate courtship behavior. To our knowledge, these glial
subtypes have not yet been implicated in courtship behavior and have limited known roles in
complex behaviors in general.

Sleep
When we measured basic sleep parameters, we found that e11 mutants exhibited increased sleep
amount, sleep consolidation, and waking activity relative to controls (Fig. 3.2). While another
group previously found the opposite result for total sleep (i.e., that ebony mutants displayed
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decreased sleep[165]), that research group used an e1 mutant which was not molecularly validated
(e.g., via PCR). We obtained two independent stocks of the e1 mutants and could not validate the
expected transposon insertion via PCR. Validation is important because more than one mutation
can cause a darkened cuticle phenotype (e.g., black). Since neither of the e1 stocks we ordered from
Bloomington produced expected PCR bands (BS#1658 and BS#8443), we chose not to use the e1
mutant allele for behavioral analysis. We were able to validate the expected ~450 bp deletion in
our e11 mutants (BS #497) and found no discernable Ebony protein upon Western Blot analysis,
thus we used the e11 ebony mutant allele for our experiments
To confirm that the phenotype of increased sleep observed for e11 mutants was due to
disruption of the ebony gene, we used an orthogonal method to disrupt the ebony gene. We used
RNAi mediated knockdown of the ebony gene ubiquitously (tubulin-Gal4) and in glial cells (repoGal4) and we observed a sleep increase similar to the results we observed in mutants.
Unfortunately, when we knocked down ebony in various glial subtypes, we observed inconsistent
sleep data from trial to trial. Since RNAi only causes a partial knockdown of ebony mRNA, ~70%
reduction using tubulin-Gal4 (Fig. 3.4A), effects of RNAi-mediated depletion of ebony might be
inconsistent if sleep amount is particularly sensitive to Ebony levels. Generating tissue-specific,
inducible CRISPR lines, such as those utilized in Chapter 2, could result in more complete
disruption of Ebony in our glial subtype of interest and allow us to test this hypothesis on partial
depletion effects. While we were not able to identify a glial subtype responsible for the increase in
sleep observed with RNAi-mediated knockdown using a pan-glial driver, this is the first report of
which we are aware showing increased sleep in an ebony mutant and demonstrating the role of this
gene in glial cells.
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Neurotransmitters
A central question arising from this work is which neurotransmitters are regulated by ebony in glia
and affect the observed behaviors. We found that histamine, dopamine, and serotonin were
significantly decreased (Fig. 3.3A-C). While the fourth monoamine neurotransmitter, octopamine,
was present at levels not statistically different than controls, ebony mutant brains with intact
laminas had, on average, 30% less octopamine (Fig. 3.3D). Consistent with our results, others have
shown that ebony mutants have decreased histamine levels relative to controls[93]. Serotonin and
octopamine levels have not been measured previously in ebony mutants.
While previous reports have published increased dopamine levels in ebony mutants, in two
instances, spectrophotometry was used to determine dopamine quantities and the cuticle was not
removed.[102, 185]. These differences in the assays could explain the discrepancies in results, as
the cuticle contains dopamine and spectrophotometry is less sensitive than the technique we used,
HPLC/MS. In another paper, HPLC/EC was used to measured dopamine content in the brain and,
while cuticles were removed from brains, the freeze sift method for decuticularization may have
allowed small amounts of cuticle to enter the analysis, compared to the technique we used,
performing fine dissections under a microscope. An alternative explanation for the differences in
relative dopamine levels is that the addition of the lamina in our experiments decreased the relative
amount of dopamine present. Given the magnitude of differences observed for our results, this
explanation is unlikely.
Each of these neurotransmitters quantified was decreased in our e11 mutants. These results help
to explain the general depression of behavior observed, as these neurotransmitters, especially
dopamine, are thought to drive activity[165, 170-172, 176-178, 193]. Still more research is needed
to understand how glial regulation of neurotransmitters influences behavior. Identifying specific
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neurotransmitters that regulate different behaviors and specific neuronal populations influenced
by different glial subtypes will be crucial to advance our understanding of these behaviors.
Additionally, understanding the mechanisms by which these neurotransmitters enter glial cells will
be important to understand the role of ebony in regulating neurotransmitter activity and complex
behaviors.
Materials & Methods
Fly Strains and Maintenance
Genotype
CS;;ebony (ebony mutant)
CS;CS;CS (background of wCS)
UAS-ebony RNAi
Control for UAS-ebony RNAi
wCS;;tubulin-Gal4
wCS;;repo-Gal4
wCS;alrm-Gal4/CyO; (Astrocytes)
wCS;;mz0709-Gal4 (Ensheathing
Glia)
Vector Control Line
Lamina Perineurial Glia-Gal4
Lamina Subperineurial Glia-Gal4
Lamina Distal Cortex Glia-Gal4
Lamina Cortex Glia-Gal4
Lamina Astroctye-Gal4
Lamina Ensheathing Glia-Gal4
Cortex Glia-Gal4 #1
Cortex Glia-Gal4 #2
Ensheathing Glia-Gal4
Perineurial Glia-Gal4
Subperineurial Glia-Gal4
w1118 (Control for moody-Gal4)
w1118;moody-Gal4/sm6A;

Source
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center,
outcrossed by Shirasu-Hiza Lab
Shirasu-Hiza Lab
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Shirasu-Hiza Lab
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center,
outcrossed by Shirasu-Hiza Lab
Marc Freeman Lab, outcrossed by
Shirasu-Hiza Lab
Marc Freeman lab, outcrossed by
Shirasu-Hiza Lab
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
Nick Stavropoulos Lab
Nick Stavropoulos Lab
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Identifiers
BDSC:497

BDSC:28612
BDSC:36303
BDSC:7415

BDSC:68384
BDSC:45768
BDSC:47618
BDSC:3884
BDSC:50285
BDSC:39101
BDSC:39254
BDSC:39944
BDSC:45784
BDSC:39157
BDSC:40436
BDSC:50472

Courtship Assay
Virgin males were collected within 6 hours of eclosion and stored in individual vials for 6-8 days
in a 25°C incubator on 12:12 LD light cycle. We used 16 mm diameter testing chambers (Greiner
Bio-One 24-well no bottom plates) coated with Insect-a-Slip (BioQuip) to prevent wall climbing.
Two plates were stacked on top of each other with a plastic divider separating them. Sexually
unreceptive female (females mated within the last 24 hours) were aspirated without anesthesia into
the central 8 wells of the bottom plate and males were aspirated without anesthesia into the
corresponding chambers of the top plate and separated from females by a plastic divider. Once all
16 flies were aspirated into the appropriate wells, the plastic divider was removed and males were
dropped into the bottom chamber containing a female. Pairs of flies were videotaped for 10 minutes
using Supereyes B003+ cameras and iSpy software to record courtship behavior.
Quantification of Courtship Behavior
The Courtship Index (CI), or percent of frames spent courting in a 10 min period, for each
male was quantified automatically by the CalTech FlyTracker and JAABA softwares. Briefly, the
Caltech FlyTracker automatically generates data for each video frame such as the location of the
male and female, the angle of the wings, the velocity of the flies, etc. I trained the machine learning
algorithm (JAABA) to quantify the wingsong, chasing, and attempted mounting behaviors frame
by frame based on the data from the Caltech FlyTracker. We used a hierarchical code that would
not double count frames as “courtship” if multiple types of courtship were occurring
simultaneously (such as chasing and wingsong). We then used Microsoft Excel to calculate total
courtship levels. Since the data rarely has a normal distribution, if there were two groups, a MannWhitney U test was performed, and if there were >2 groups then a Kruskal-Wallis test with a
Dunn’s post hoc was performed to assess statistical significance.
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Sleep & Locomotor activity
6-8 day old male flies entrained on a 12:12 Light-Dark cycle were placed in individual 5mm plastic
tubes containing food. Tubes were placed in TriKinetics Drosophila Activity Monitors (DAMs)
to record their locomotor activity for 5 days in 12:12 LD. Beam break data was grouped into 1 min
bins using DAM File Scan and pySolo (python-based code) was used to analyze sleep architecture
and waking activity. Data was analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with a Bonferroni correction.
Sleep was defined as 5 minutes of inactivity[179].
Neurotransmitter Quantification
ebony and CS brains, with laminas attached, were dissected in PBS on ice. We dissected 50
brains/sample and we collected four samples for each genotype (200 brains total/genotype). Before
freezing, samples were gently spun down and excess PBS was pipetted off. Samples were collected
into a -80°C freezer until shipment. Samples were shipped on dry ice to Children’s Hospital of
Pennsylvania Metabolomic Core for HPLC analysis.
qPCR
7-day old male flies previously entrained to 12:12 LD were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and
stored at -80ºC. RNA was extracted from 15 whole flies for each of 4 biological replicates per
genotype/timepoint with TRIzol (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Samples were
treated with DNaseI (Invitrogen), then heat inactivated. cDNA was synthesized by Revertaid First
Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Scientific). PowerUp SYBR Mastermix (Applied
Biosystems) was used to perform QRT-PCR using a CFXConnect thermal cycler (BioRad). Primer
efficiency and relative quantification of transcripts were determined using a standard curve of
serial diluted cDNA. Transcripts were normalized using Actin5C as a reference gene.
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Primer Sequences:
ebony-fwd- GTCCGAAGTGGAGAAGAACG
ebony-rev- TCTGTGCTACCATGCTGGTC
Actin5C-fwd-TTGTCTGGGCAAGAGGATCAG
Actin5C-rev-ACCACTCGCACTTGCACTTTC
Western Blot
Whole-body lysates of 10-day-old male flies (15 flies/sample) were separated by SDS-PAGE on
a Tris-Acetate 3-8% gel (NuPAGE, Thermo Scientific), and transferred to a PVDF membrane
(Immobilon, Thermo Scientific). Membrane was probed with rabbit antibody against Ebony
1:1000 in 3% BSA ([95]). HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG antibody at 1:2000 in 3% BSA was
used for signal detection (Cell Signaling, 7074). ECL chemiluminescence reagent (Pierce) was
used to visualize horseradish peroxidase activity and detected by CCD camera using a BioRAD
Image Station.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
This thesis describes how genes in specific neurons and glial cells impact Drosophila behavior. In
Chapter 2, we engineered tissue-specific CRISPR-based tools to disrupt the molecular clock genes
per and tim in small sets of circadian regulatory neurons and measured the effects on circadian
locomotor behavior. In Chapter 3, I demonstrated that the ebony gene in glial cells influences
courtship and sleep behaviors, likely due to the role of ebony in neurotransmitter regulation.

The role of the molecular clock in neuronal subsets on behavior
In Chapter 2, I discussed work published in eLife in 2019, in which we developed and validated
tools based on the Port & Bullock method[101], using CRISPR-Cas9 and the Gal4-UAS system to
specifically disrupt a gene of interest in limited cell types. We disrupted core genes of the
molecular clock, timeless and period. To validate these tools behaviorally, we tested disrupted tim
or per in all clock expressing cells and, as expected, observed no behavioral rhythmicity. We also
validated our tools on the molecular level and observed loss of mRNA cycling via qPCR when
circadian genes were disrupted and loss of protein via immunohistochemistry. We then used these
tools to uncover novel biology and observed that timeless and period are not necessary in “master
pacemaker”, or Pdf expressing, neurons for overall behavioral rhythmicity. This result challenged
a theory in the field which posited that the molecular clock in Pdf neurons is necessary for
behavioral rhythmicity[45, 194-196].
While our results challenged a longstanding theory in the circadian field, our results were
not in contradiction to previous work. Previous work found that Pdf-expressing neurons are
essential for locomotor rhythmicity and the Pdf peptide and Pdf receptor are necessary for normal
circadian locomotor rhythmicity[42]. Because of these results, researchers theorized that Pdf97

secreting neurons are the “master clock neurons” and that this secreted Pdf regulates other clock
neurons via their expression of the Pdf receptor. In this work, we investigated whether the
molecular clock, not the Pdf neurons themselves or Pdf expression, but the molecular clock in Pdf
neurons, which had been thought to drive rhythmic Pdf secretions, was in fact necessary for
circadian locomotor rhythmicity. When we used our tissue-specific CRISPR constructs to disrupt
tim or per in Pdf-expressing neurons using a Pdf-Gal4 expression driver, we found that locomotor
rhythms were largely intact. Pdf>percrispr flies were 74.19% rhythmic or weakly rhythmic and
Pdf>timcrispr flies 83.33% rhythmic or weakly rhythmic. To confirm that tim and per were
efficiently disrupted, we used IHC and found near complete disruption of our genes of interest.
These results suggest that the molecular clock in Pdf-expressing neurons is not essential for overall
behavioral rhythmicity.
While we were writing the manuscript, we encountered another group (the Rosbash lab)
working on a similar story and we published our works in eLife concurrently. Consistent with our
findings, the Rosbash lab saw largely intact rhythms when they disrupted per specifically in Pdf
neurons. While disruption of the molecular clock in Pdf neurons did not abolish locomotor
rhythms, we found that disruption of the molecular clock in Pdf neurons along with a subset of
evening neurons that express Cry, resulted in complete loss of rhythmicity. This result suggests
that morning and evening oscillatory neurons act in a network to regulate locomotor rhythmicity
and that the molecular clock in Pdf-expressing neurons do not act hierarchically to the other clock
neurons.
Anticipation is a feature of locomotor rhythms in which flies anticipate light changes by
increasing their activity. These anticipatory activity behaviors are present in the morning, before
lights in the incubator are turned on (morning anticipation), and in the evening, before lights are
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turned off (evening anticipation). When we disrupted the clock in Pdf neurons, morning
anticipation was specifically abolished, which was expected as Pdf neurons are considered
morning oscillatory neurons[37]. Additionally, when we disrupted the clock in Mai-179+Pdfneurons, which comprises evening oscillatory neurons[37], we see a loss of evening anticipatory
behavior specifically. Therefore, while the Pdf neurons and the Pdf peptide are necessary for
rhythmicity, the clock in these neurons only appears to be necessary to drive morning anticipatory
behaviors and not for overall locomotor rhythmicity.
An unanswered question from this work is what changes, if any, occur in Pdf peptide
expression levels in response to disruption of the molecular clock in these cells. Since these flies
are largely rhythmic, a reasonable hypothesis is that Pdf expression somehow remains rhythmic
even without the molecular clock in Pdf-expressing neurons. The other possibility is that rhythmic
Pdf expression is disrupted, but somehow flies maintain rhythmicity. Previously, it was shown that
per01 mutants had constitutively low Pdf immunoreactivity in axonal branches, while tim01 mutants
had constitutively high Pdf immunoreactivity in axonal branches[124]. However, it remains
unclear whether the molecular clock non-Pdf neurons is sufficient to maintain rhythmic Pdf
expression levels. Since we found that flies lose all rhythmicity when the clock in morning and
evening neurons is disrupted, it is possible that rhythmic Pdf expression relies on rhythmic
communication from evening neurons. To better understand how Pdf expression is regulated, it
would be interesting to look at Pdf expression when the molecular clock is disrupted in Pdf neurons
alone (Pdf-Gal4) and when the molecular clock is disrupted in both morning and evening
oscillatory neurons (Mai-179-Gal4)--that is, whether rhythmic Pdf expression is regulated cellautonomously or non cell-autonomously.
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Pdf neurons display not only cyclical expression of the Pdf neuropeptide, but also cyclical
axonal branching patterns. Another remaining question is whether neuronal branching patterns of
Pdf neurons are altered in response to the disruption of the molecular clock in these neurons.
Axonal projections are significantly shorter in the morning and longer in the evening in normal
flies[124]. Because axonal projection length is thought to reflect changes in synaptic partners
across the circadian day and because disruption in Pdf neuronal firing disrupts locomotor
rhythmicity[197-200], an interesting future direction for this work is to determine how disruption
of the clock in specific neuronal subtypes affects branching patterns of Pdf neurons. One
possibility is that Pdf neurons will be arrested in the “daytime” or “nighttime” configuration, with
axonal projections perpetually short or long. Another possibility is that axonal projections do not
cycle based on cell-autonomous clock gene expression but based on inputs from other neurons.
Since the disruption of these branches is known to affect rhythmicity, and we found that flies were
largely rhythmic, I hypothesize that Pdf axonal branching will be normal in flies disrupted for the
circadian clock in the Pdf neurons. This result would suggest that rhythmic changes in Pdf axonal
branching regulate circadian locomotor activity and are not regulated (solely) by cell-autonomous,
Pdf neuron-specific clock function.
The development of CRISPR-Cas9 as a tool to disrupt genes has greatly enhanced our
ability to understand how genes influence behavior. Not only is it possible to easily and efficiently
disrupt gene function but, using methods such as those developed by Port & Bullock[101], we can
disrupt genes in small populations of cells to more precisely understand how genes are functioning.
We harnessed these tools to answer questions in the circadian field, but this method can be used
to study virtually any gene of interest in any cell population with a Gal4 driver. We hope these
tools are continually used by the Drosophila circadian community and beyond. For example, a
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postdoctoral researcher in our lab, Matt Ulgherait, used our tools to selectively disrupt the
molecular clock in intestinal stem cells. He found that this increases lifespan via regulation of
uncoupling proteins[201]. This work stands as a proof of principle for tissue-specific, CRISPRbased gene disruption.
It would be attractive, from a tools perspective, to better understand the limitations of the
CRISPR system developed by Port & Bullock. In our experiments, we expressed the guide RNAs
and Cas-9 construct constitutively. It should be possible to disrupt per and tim in a temporalspecific manner using temperature- or drug-inducible expression drivers. Temporally restricted
disruption may be necessary for experiments in which constitutively active Cas9 or gRNAs might
affect the health of the cell population of interest. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the
genetics and experimental conditions, we did not characterize the length of time required for
CRISPR-based, Gal4-driven disruptions. However, work performed in mammalian cell lines
suggest that disruptions could be generated within as little as 24 hours after Cas9 and gRNA
repression is lifted[202]. This will be a useful direction for this work.
Additional experiments we performed to further elucidate the role of the molecular clock
in various neuronal subsets on behavior were excluded from the manuscript due to technical issues.
For example, we used the tim-gal4 driver in combination with a Pdf-Gal80 construct to express
our CRISPR constructs, and thus disrupt the molecular clock, in all clock cells with the exception
of Pdf cells. Gal80 is an inhibitor of Gal4. The behavioral data showed complete arrhythmicity,
which suggested that the molecular clock in Pdf-expressing cells alone could not drive rhythmicity.
That is, if Pdf-Gal80 protected Pdf cells from CRISPR-mediated disruption of per or tim, then per
or tim expression in Pdf cells alone was not sufficient to cause circadian locomotor activity.
However, upon immunohistochemistry confirmation of our disruption, we observed that many of
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the Pdf cells had a disrupted molecular clock, demonstrating that Pdf-Gal80 did not protect Pdf
cells from CRISPR-mediated disruption of per or tim. Because the Gal4-Gal80 driver system is
dependent on the timing of gene expression of the promotor which drives the Gal4 or Gal80
expression, we hypothesize that timeless expression precedes Pdf expression during development,
and thus the Pdf-Gal80 was unable to protect Pdf neurons from gene disruption. Thus,
developmental timing of gene expression is an important consideration when designing
experiments that use tools which make irreversible changes to the genome.
In the course of this work, I investigated the role of the molecular clock in glia in regulating
behavior; the molecular clock is expressed in many glial cells[90, 203]. We and others have found
that glial cells are not necessary to maintain locomotor rhythmicity[90, 203]. While the glial clocks
are not essential for locomotor rhythmicity, it is known that glial cell functions such as calcium
signaling and endocytosis are essential for normal circadian rhythms[90]. In the circadian work
described in Chapter 2, we used glial cell disruption of per and tim as a control to demonstrate that
CRISPR-mediated gene disruption of per and tim and any resulting DNA damage or off target
effects did not affect circadian locomotor activity. We showed that our tissue-specific CRISPR
deletions were efficient and specific, but did not other affect the overall glial cell function. We
also confirmed that disruption of either tim or per in glial cells did not disrupt locomotor
rhythmicity or daily period lengths. Additionally, we confirmed via IHC that our disruption was
complete. While this was an appropriate control for our experiments, it is interesting that the
molecular clock is expressed in many glial cells but is not important in these cells for rhythmicity.
Even Cryptochrome, which is not a core clock protein, is widely expressed in glia of the optic
lobes[204]. There is some evidence to suggest that glial per expression is sufficient to drive weak
locomotor rhythms[203]. However, since there is limited evidence that glial expression of the
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molecular clock is important for behavioral rhythmicity, this leaves an open question as to the
function of the molecular clock in glial cells.

The role of glial ebony in Drosophila courtship and sleep behaviors
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, I described a role for glial ebony in courtship and sleep behaviors using
the e11 mutant. I also found preliminary evidence for the role of ebony in cortex glial cells, a glial
cell subtype which surrounds neuronal somas, in regulating courtship behavior. Besides circadian
rhythms, this is the first time that glial expression of ebony has been implicated in behavior and
the first time a specific subtype has been implicated. A natural question arising from this work is
which neurotransmitters modified by ebony are important for these behavioral phenotypes. To test
this, we measured neurotransmitter levels in ebony mutants and genetic controls and found that
histamine, dopamine, and serotonin are significantly decreased. Because there were several
neurotransmitters altered by the ebony mutant, we need to further investigate which
neurotransmitters are involved in our behavioral phenotypes.
Dopamine levels have previously been implicated in the regulation of Drosophila courtship
and sleep; specifically, decreased dopamine levels decreased courtship and increased sleep[184,
205-207]. Serotonin has also been implicated in courtship and sleep; specifically, many
serotonergic neurons depress activity in Drosophila[178, 208]. Thus, decreased levels of serotonin
do not easily explain the increased sleep and decreased courtship phenotypes observed in ebony
mutants. To identify the neurotransmitters involved in these behaviors, we are currently exploring
pharmacological and genetic methods in order to alter each of these neurotransmitters specifically
in ebony mutants and wildtype flies. It is also possible that the disruption of multiple
neurotransmitters resulting from loss of ebony mutants is responsible for the behavioral
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phenotypes we observed; however, I hypothesize that decreased levels of dopamine in ebony
mutants is the major contributor to the decreased courtship and increased sleep observed.
Based on previous literature, histamine and serotonin are less likely candidates as
regulators of these behaviors since histamine has not been linked to courtship and it has been
shown that activate of serotonergic circuits can decrease courtship behavior[170]. While we and
others discovered that histamine levels are reduced in ebony mutants[93], histamine is not
implicated in regulation of sleep in Drosophila. Histamine is the primary neurotransmitter used by
Drosophila photoreceptors[190, 191]. Additionally, others have shown that ebony mutants have
defective vision[94]. We hypothesize that this defect in visual acuity does not cause our sleep
phenotype because other classic blind Drosophila mutants do not show major changes in their
sleep profile[209]. However, it is possible that histamine regulates sleep through other mechanisms
because hypomorphs of the histamine receptor hisCl1 display increased sleep[181]. While vision
is not known to affect baseline sleep, vision and male courtship are linked[210-212]. Therefore, a
loss in visual acuity is likely involved in the reduction of courtship we observed in our e11 mutants.
It is possible that the decrease in dopamine and the decrease in histamine combine to decrease
courtship via defects in vision (histaminergic pathways) and motivation (dopaminergic pathways).
Future experiments could test this by determining if altered histamine levels either genetically or
pharmacologically, independent of altered dopamine levels, impact courtship behavior.
Courtship behavior in ebony mutants, specifically in the e11 mutant, was previously
described in a 1978 paper by Kyriacou et. al[96]. This group found that, in competitive mating
assays in which ebony mutants competed with wildtype males, ebony mutant males were at a
mating disadvantage. Interestingly, heterozygous ebony mutant males showed superior mating
success when compared to wildtype males. While we did not specifically test competitive mating
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success in our flies, we found that e11 mutants court significantly less than wildtype males. Since
RNAi results in a partial knockdown, ~70% in our tubulin-Gal4>UAS-ebony RNAi flies, one
might have expected either increased or decreased courtship levels, if they exhibit the mutant or
heterozygote phenotype. We found that courtship levels were significantly decreased upon
ubiquitous (tubulin-Gal4) and glial (repo-Gal4) RNAi knockdown, suggesting that RNAi is
sufficient to achieve functional knockdown to recapitulate the ebony mutant phenotype. Future
experiments could test courtship levels with ebony mutants vs. heterozygotes while examining
ebony mRNA expression and protein levels to understand how relative ebony levels influence
courtship behaviors and competitive mating success.
Sleep behavior in ebony (e1) mutants was previously described in a 2015 publication by
Rossi et. al[165]. They report that ebony mutants have decreased sleep. However, using e11 mutants
and ebony RNAi, we found that sleep was increased. Because Rossi et. al did not verify the
mutation molecularly, it is impossible to know if they were working with a true ebony mutant as
there are other mutations that could cause a darkened cuticle; moreover, because they did not
appear to outcross their mutation, other mutations in the genetic background may cause sleep
phenotypes. We were able to characterize our mutation via PCR and observed the expected ~500
bp deletion. We confirmed via Western blot that the ebony protein product is absent or present at
very low levels compared to wildtype and outcrossed our mutant, as well as obtaining validating
evidence through RNAi knockdown. Therefore, we are confident that the sleep phenotype we
observe is due to the loss of ebony. The discrepancy between our sleep results and those of Rossi
et. al could be due to different functional alleles of the ebony gene or potentially different genes
altogether.
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Conclusion
This thesis aims to further our knowledge of genes that influence behavior. Understanding how
genes influence behavior will help us to understand and treat neurological diseases that affect
behavior. This type of work is also central to our understanding of the relative contributions of
biological programming and environmental influences on behavior. The first concrete evidence
that a single gene could significantly influence behavior was published in 1971, when Konopka
& Benzer found that the period locus was involved in Drosophila rhythmicity[25]. Since that
time, we have sequenced the genomes of hundreds of other organisms from fungi to plants to
humans[213] and scientists have developed increasingly precise and efficient tools to disrupt the
genome, facilitating the study of specific genes and their roles in regulating behavior. Since
manipulating the genome is becoming easier with more advanced technology, it will soon be
possible to study the relationship between genes and behavior in new ways. For example,
researchers will use CRISPR to study the influence of genes on behaviors in organisms with
more complex social behaviors such as honeybees, songbirds, and various species of fish,
organisms that have traditionally been less genetically tractable than conventional model
organisms[214].
We have known with reasonable certainty that genes influence human behavior for
decades largely thanks to twin, family, and adoption studies[215]. As human genomic databases
continue to expand, we will be better able to correlate specific genes and genetic mutations with
human behaviors. Going forward, when analyzing and interpreting genetic data, especially in the
context of how genes influence behavior, it is essential for scientists to consider the ethical
implications of their findings and be advocates for the ethical use of their findings.
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